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Abstract

We provide a review and synthesis of polyhedral approaches to machine scheduling problems.
The choice of decision variables is the prime determinant of various formulations for such problems.
Constraints, such as facet inducing inequalities for corresponding polyhedra, are often needed, in
addition to those just required for the validity of the initial formulation, in order to obtain useful
lower bounds and structural insights. We review formulations based on time–indexed variables; on
linear ordering, start time and completion time variables; on assignment and positional date vari-
ables; and on traveling salesman variables. We point out relationship between various models, and
provide a number of new results, as well as simplified new proofs of known results. In particular,
we emphasize the important role that supermodular polyhedra and greedy algorithms play in many
formulations and we analyze the strength of the lower and upper bounds obtained from different for-
mulations and relaxations. We discuss separation algorithms for several classes of inequalities, and
their potential applicability in generating cutting planes for the practical solution of such scheduling
problems. We also review some recent results on approximation algorithms based on some of these
formulations.

1 Introduction

Polyhedral combinatorics is a well established approach to combinatorial optimization problems (cf.,
e.g., Pulleyblank [Pul89]). It may often provide rich structural results and insights, and lead to new ex-
act or approximate solution methods. By associating points (incidence vectors) in an Euclidean space
with the feasible solutions to an instance of the combinatorial optimization problem and by studying the
convex hull of these points – particularly in order to obtain linear inequalities describing it – we can ap-
ply polyhedral theory and linear programming techniques. The success of this approach depends highly
on the choice of variables, a question typically addressed first when formulating a model. This choice
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not only influences the structure of the associated polyhedron but also determines whether and how cer-
tain objective functions and (additional) restrictions can be modeled by means of linear equations and
inequalities. To compare different approaches arising from different choices of variables, the quality of
the bounds obtained from the corresponding LP relaxations, the number of variables needed, and the
number of constraints have to be taken into account. When solving hard problems, a large number of
variables can often be handled efficiently if the corresponding pricing problem is well solved, exactly or
approximately. Similarly, a large number of constraints can be handled efficiently if the corresponding
separation problem is well solved. In contrast, poor lower bounds often make exact solution methods
impractical. In the branch&cut method, one starts with an LP relaxation, and then successively adds
inequalities that are valid for all feasible points but not satisfied by the current optimal solution to the
LP relaxation. For this, at each iteration one solves for this current LP solution the separation problem
associated with the convex hull of feasible points. Unless the current solution is feasible to the orig-
inal problem (in which case we are done), the separation subroutine produces one or several violated
inequalities (cutting planes). The optimal values of the LP relaxations provide increasingly better lower
bounds on the value of the minimal solution of the combinatorial optimization problem. Branching
occurs only when no violated inequalities are found (in reasonable time) to cut off infeasible solutions.
(This is possible since the separation problem is equivalent to the optimization problem with respect to
polynomial time solvability, see Grötschel, Lovász and Schrijver [GLS88]. We also refer to [GLS88]
for a comprehensive treatment of all theoretical aspects concerning the importance and usefulness of
polyhedral combinatorics.) Hence, two important theoretical and practical issues are to determine good
(partial) descriptions of the convex hull of feasible points in terms of linear equations and inequalities,
and to solve the separation problem associated with the obtained classes of inequalities efficiently.

The general purpose of the present paper is to review and glue together the results that were obtained
by applying the polyhedral approach to scheduling problems, to complement some of these results
and provide simplified proofs of other, to present new insights, and to point out relationships between
various approaches.

Most research in this vein has been done for nonpreemptive single machine scheduling. Even Balas
[Bal85] who pioneered the work on scheduling polyhedra by considering problems of job shop type
mainly concentrated on the single machine. Consequently, we will focus on single machine scheduling.
But we also outline possible extensions to multiple machine scheduling.

The paper is divided into six sections. In this first introductory section we present the required ter-
minology and notation, and outline some fundamental results on polyhedra and supermodular systems.
Each of the remaining sections is devoted to one possible choice of variables. Since nonpreemptive
schedules are completely determined by the job completion timesCj or, equivalently, the start times Sj,
several authors including Balas [Bal85], Queyranne [Que93], Queyranne and Wang [QW91a, QW91b],
von Arnim and Schrader [AS93], and von Arnim and Schulz [AS94] studied the convex hull of feasible
completion time vectors. This work is presented in a unifying way in Section 2. Time is handled more
implicitly if 0 1 variables xjt are used that are not only indexed by jobs but additionally by time periods.
Section 3 investigates polytopes arising from the use of these variables, based on earlier work of Sousa
and Wolsey [SW92], Crama and Spieksma [CS95], and van den Akker, van Hoesel, and Savelsbergh
[AHS93]. In Section 4 we do not care about time, and just want to know for each pair of jobs j k which
precedes the other. Hence, we obtain linear ordering variables !jk. These are one if j precedes k and
zero, otherwise. Linear ordering variables have been used, among others, by Peters [Pet88], Dyer and
Wolsey [DW90], Wolsey [Wol90a], and Nemhauser and Savelsbergh [NS92]. Positional date variables
"# and $# denoting the start time and completion time of the #–th job in the schedule, respectively, have
been used together with assignment variables uj# by Lasserre and Queyranne [LQ92]. In Section 5 we
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summarize their results from a different perspective and present simplified proofs for most of them.
The final sixth section deals with problems including sequence–dependent processing times which lead
immediately to traveling salesman variables zjk.

1.1 Preliminaries

In machine scheduling the resources, that is, the machines (or processors) are assumed to be unable
to process more than one job (task) at a time. In addition, a job requires at most one machine at
a time. If we consider multiple machine problems, m always denotes the number of machines, and
i (i 1 m) is used to refer to a special machine. Throughout this paper, N will be the set of
jobs to be processed, and we assume that N 1 n . Unless otherwise stated, each job requires
uninterrupted processing, that is, preemption is not allowed. In referring to jobs we use the symbols
j k and . There may be different data associated with each job, and we can always assume, w. l. o. g.,
that these are integral. The processing time of job j is denoted by pj 0; wj is its weight when dealing
with objective functions including weights; rj is the time job j becomes available for processing (and
assumed to be zero unless otherwise stated); and dj stands for the time at which job j has to be finished.
To avoid confusion, we use dj for due dates. When there are precedence constraints between the jobs
we may see them as a partial order on the set of jobs. Throughout, we represent a partially ordered
set (poset, for short) as a digraph D N A . Clearly, this digraph is acyclic and transitively closed.
An arc j k indicates that job k cannot be started before job j has been completed. A schedule is
an allocation of one or more time intervals on one or more machines to each job such that no two time
intervals on the same machine overlap, such that no time intervals allocated to the same job overlap, and
such that specific requirements concerning the machine environment and the job characteristics, e. g.,
release dates, deadlines, or precedence constraints, are met. Whenever we discuss a certain scheduling
model we describe it in detail but refer, for convenience, also to the standard classification scheme of
scheduling problems [GLLRK79]. The reader who is more interested in the various scheduling models
and algorithms should, for instance, consult the survey of Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan, and Shmoys
[LLRKS93].

1.1.1 Polyhedral Theory

For a detailed treatment of polyhedral theory we refer the reader to Schrijver [Sch86] and Nemhauser
and Wolsey [NW88], for the concepts needed in polyhedral combinatorics especially to Pulleyblank
[Pul89]. Here, we briefly summarize some basic concepts and results.

Throughout this paper we deal with objects in the real vector space E where the components of
each vector x xe e E are indexed by the members of a finite set E , where E can be the set of jobs in
a scheduling problem, the set of edges in a graph, and so on. Here and whenever convenient, we ignore
the artificial distinction between vectors with components subscripted by elements of the finite set E on
the one hand and mappings from E to , , , or on the other hand. We let E , E, E , and E

denote the set of these objects, respectively, and write c S for%u S cu, when S E and c E . Given
a subset S E , we denote by &S 0 1 E the characteristic vector (function) of S, i. e., &Se 1 if e S
and &Se 0, otherwise. We denote by 11 the all–one vector of suitable dimension.

A polyhedral cone C is a cone of the form C x E : Ax 0 for some matrix A, i. e., C is
the intersection of finitely many closed linear halfspaces. A polyhedron P in E is the intersection
of a finite number of closed halfspaces, i. e., P x E : Ax b for a matrix A and a vector
b. Equivalently, polyhedra can be defined as the Minkowski sum of the convex hull of finitely many
points and the conical hull of finitely many directions, P conv V cone R . The latter description
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is useful for defining polyhedra associated with combinatorial optimization problems. A polytope is a
bounded polyhedron. Thus, a polytope can also be generated as the convex hull of finitely many points.
An inequality ax ' is valid for the polyhedron P if P is contained in the halfspace induced by this
inequality. The intersection of P with the corresponding hyperplane x E : ax ' is called a face
of P. Facets are the maximal faces of a polyhedron which are distinct from the polyhedron itself. The
dimension of a polyhedron P is the dimension of its affine hull aff P .

Lemma 1.1. Let x E : Dx d be the affine hull of the polyhedron P. Then

dim P E rank D

If D is a matrix of full row rank such that aff P x E : Dx d , we call Dx d a minimal
equation system for P. Recall that P is q–dimensional if and only if P contains exactly q 1 affinely
independent points.

Given a polyhedron in one of the two forms mentioned above – as the intersection of finitely many
halfspaces or as the Minkowski sum of a polytope and a polyhedral cone – the question arises whether
these descriptions are minimal. First, let P x E :Dx d Ax b /0. The system Dx d Ax
b is irredundant (or minimal) with respect to P

if Ax b does not contain any implicit equations, i. e., there exists a point x P such that Ax b;

if D has full row rank, i. e., Dx d is a minimal equation system; and

if no inequality of Ax b is implied by the other constraints.

If Dx d Ax b is irredundant, then each inequality of Ax b induces a facet of P and each facet
of P is induced by exactly one of these inequalities. Hence, if we want to describe a polyhedron in terms
of linear inequalities, facet inducing inequalities are the best we can look for. The following theorem
provides alternative characterizations of facets.

Theorem 1.2. Let F be a face of the polyhedron P, /0 F P, and let the affine hull of P be the solution
set of Dx d. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) F is a facet of P.

(b) dim F dim P 1.

(c) If ax ' and cx ! are valid for P with F x P : ax ' x P : cx ! , then there exist
a vector ( and a scalar µ 0 such that a µc (D and ' µ! (d.

From Theorem 1.2 follows in particular that the facet inducing inequalities of a full–dimensional
polyhedron are unique, up to positive multiples. A valid inequality ax ' for a polyhedron P is domi-
nated by a valid inequality cx ! if x P : ax ' x P : cx ! .

Now, assume that a polyhedron P is given by its internal representation. For simplicity, we assume
P to be pointed, i. e., P has at least one extreme point (vertex). Vertices can be characterized as follows.

Theorem 1.3. Let P be a polyhedron, and x P. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) x is a vertex of P.

(b) The set x is a face of P of dimension zero.
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(c) For all points y z P distinct from x and all 0 ( 1 we have x (y 1 ( z.

(d) There exists a vector c such that x is the unique optimal solution of the linear programming
problem min cy : y P .

The vertices and extreme rays play the same role in the internal representation as the facets in the
external one. That is, P is the Minkowski sum of the convex hull of its vertices and the conical hull of
its extreme rays.

A ray of a cone C is the set of all nonnegative multiples of some y C, called the direction of the
ray. A vector y C is extreme, if for any y1 y2 C, y 1

2 y1 y2 implies that y1 and y2 belong to the
ray generated by y. A ray is extreme if its direction vector is extreme.

The recession cone rec P of P is the set of its directions to “infinity”. Thus, if P conv V
cone R x : Ax b , then rec P cone R y : Ay 0 .

Linear programming is concerned with problems of the type

maximize cx
subject to Ax b (1.1)

x E

where A M E is a given matrix and b M and c E are given vectors of suitable dimension,
respectively. Duality deals with pairs of linear programming problems and the relationship between
their solutions. The dual to (1.1) is defined as the linear program

minimize yb
subject to yA c (1.2)

y M

Feasible solutions to the dual problem provide upper bounds on the objective function value of the
primal problem. This is known as weak duality. The next theorem is known as the strong duality
theorem.

Theorem 1.4. If the primal (1.1) has an optimal solution then the dual (1.2) has an optimal solution
and their objective function values are equal.

Given a polyhedron P E , the separation problem associated with P can be stated as follows.
Given a point y E , decide whether y belongs to P, and if not, find a vector c E such that cx cy
for all x in P. When we are interested in algorithmic aspects, it is reasonable to assume that P is
a rational polyhedron, i. e., we assume that there exist a matrix A and a vector b whose entries are
rationals such that P x : Ax b . A polyhedron P is integral if every nonempty face of P contains
an integral point. A 0 1 matrix A is totally unimodular if for each integral vector b the polyhedron
x : x 0 Ax b is integral.

1.1.2 Supermodularity

In this subsection, we briefly review the concepts of supermodular systems and polyhedra. For a more
extensive discussion as well as for an overview on the development of this concepts we refer the reader
to the surveys of Lovász [Lov83] and Fujishige [Fuj84], and to Fujishige’s monograph [Fuj91]. Using
polyhedra associated with supermodular systems unifies and simplifies the study of several classes of
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scheduling polyhedra. The nature of these scheduling polyhedra becomes apparent in this supermodu-
larity framework.

Let N be a finite set, and let f : 2N be a set–function that is normalized,

f /0 0

and supermodular,

f S T f S T f S f T for all S T N

The latter inequality is equivalent to the local supermodularity condition,

f S j k f S k f S j f S

for all j k N j k and S N j k
The pair 2N f is called a supermodular system. If f is submodular instead of supermodular, i. e.,

if f is supermodular, then we obtain a submodular system. The supermodular polyhedron associated
with a supermodular system is defined by

P f : x N : x S f S for all S N

where, as usual, for x N and S N, we let x S : % j S x j. The corresponding base polytope B f
is the set of all points in the supermodular polyhedron that are minimal with respect to the usual partial
order on N ; equivalently,

B f : x P f : x N f N

Notice that P f is the dominant of B f , i. e., P f B f N .
In the same way we can define a submodular polyhedron and its associated base polytope by revers-

ing the sign of the inequalities. If 2N f is a supermodular system, and if f : 2N is defined by
f S : f N f N S , then 2N f is a submodular system, which is called the dual system. Notice
that this name is justified by observing that f f . Furthermore, the corresponding base polytopes
are identical, B f B f . In particular, a point x N with x N f N satisfies x S f S if and
only if it satisfies x N S f N S .

Whereas a supermodular polyhedron is obviously full–dimensional, the dimension of its base poly-
tope depends on f . A subset S N is f–separable if there exists a non–trivial partition S1 S2 of S
with f S f S1 f S2 . Otherwise, S is called f–inseparable. The ground set N is generally f–
inseparable for the functions f that arise from scheduling applications. Therefore, we will concentrate
on this case. Under this assumption Shapley [Sha71] showed that the base polytope B f is of dimen-
sion N 1. An inequality x S f S defines a facet of P f if and only if S /0 is f–inseparable.
If N is f–inseparable, x S f S defines a facet of B f if and only if /0 S N, S is f–inseparable,
and N S is f –inseparable [Sch96a].

A supermodular function f is called strictly supermodular if it satisfies f S T f S T
f S f T for all subsets S T for which neither S T nor S T holds. Analogously, one can define
strict submodularity. A set–function f is strictly supermodular if and only if its dual function f is
strictly submodular. Observe that every subset of N is f–inseparable if f is strictly supermodular.
Therefore, we need all the inequalities x S f S to describe the supermodular polyhedron and the
base polytope of a strictly supermodular system.

In spite of the huge number of constraints defining supermodular polyhedra and base polytopes,
there exists a simple procedure for optimizing a linear objective function over them. Assume that
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we want to minimize wx. If there exists an element j with wj 0 then the minimum over P f is
unbounded. Otherwise w 0 and there exists an optimal solution that belongs to B f . To minimize
over B f , assume that N 1 n and w1 w2 wn. By proceeding greedily, i. e., defining
x by

x1 : min x1 : x B f
x2 : min x2 : x B f x1 x1

...
xn : min xn : x B f x1 x1 x2 x2 xn 1 xn 1

we obtain an optimal solution that can also be written as

x1 f 1
x j f 1 j f 1 j 1 j 2 n

The running time of this greedy algorithm is dominated by the sorting step, and it is therefore
O n logn . Here, we assume that the time needed for evaluating f is O 1 .

2 Natural Date Variables

In many nonpreemptive machine scheduling problems a schedule is uniquely determined by the corre-
sponding job completion times Cj (or it can easily be (re)constructed given the job completion times).
Furthermore, most performance measures involve the job completion times. Therefore, it is natural to
characterize schedules by their completion time vectors and to study their convex hull. In this section,
we take this point of view and summarize results obtained in this direction.

2.1 Disjunctive Constraints

We start our discussion of the convex hull of completion time vectors associated with feasible schedules
with a quite general single machine scheduling problem that will be restricted to some “easier” cases
in the following subsections. Assume we are given a single machine that is disjunctive, i. e., it can
process at most one job at a time. Let N 1 n be the set of jobs that have to be nonpreemptively
processed on that machine, that is, once the processing of job j has started j cannot be unloaded during
its processing time pj 0. If job j is the immediate predecessor of job k in a feasible schedule, we
have to take into account a certain setup or changeover time sjk 0, e. g., for cleaning the machine,
changing tools or fixtures, etc. We also allow for an initial changeover time s0 j which can be seen as
a (job dependent) release date for the first job in the schedule. Furthermore, each feasible sequence
has to be consistent with precedence constraints imposed by a given partial order D N A on the
set of jobs. That is, if j k A, j has to be processed before job k in any feasible schedule. (Such
precedence relations may occur because of technological reasons or may result from some dominance
properties.) Every feasible schedule C is associated with a unique permutation ) : N 1 n such
that C) 1 1 C) 1 2 C) 1 n . In this way we derive only those permutations which extend the
given partial order D. On the other hand, we can associate a so–called permutation schedule C) with
each linear extension ) of D, namely,

C)) 1 1 : s0 ) 1 1 p) 1 1 and
C)) 1 k : C)) 1 k 1 s) 1 k 1 ) 1 k p) 1 k for k 2 n
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1 4

2

3

C1

C2

C 1 2

C 2 1

Q 1 2

Q 2 1

Figure 1: Disjunctive set of feasible schedules.

The permutation schedule of ) is the only schedule associated with ) without inserted idle time before
any of the jobs. Moreover, the set Q of all feasible schedules is the union of the (translated) polyhedral
cones

Q) : C N :C) 1 k C) 1 k 1 s) 1 k 1 ) 1 k p) 1 k k 1 n

one for each linear extension ) of D (we assume that C)) 1 0 0). Note that cone Q) has as apex the
schedule C) and its extreme rays have directions r1 rn, respectively, where rj : %n

j e)
1 and

ek is the k–th unit vector in N . Figure 1 shows the cones associated with a two–dimensional example,
where p1 p2 1, s01 s12 s21 0, and s02 2.

The convex hull of Q, which is the object we are interested in, is not necessarily a polyhedron, even
though it is the convex hull of the union of a finite set of polyhedral cones. Observe that already in
our example above conv Q is not closed (see Queyranne and Wang [QW92] for details as well as for
counterexamples from other combinatorial optimization problems). It follows from a result of Balas
[Bal85] (see also [QW92]) that conv Q is closed if the triangle inequalities

s jk pk sk s j for j 0 n k 1 n

are satisfied. Although this condition seems to be reasonable in many applications, Carter, Magazine
and Moon [CMM88] pointed out situations where this condition is violated. Notice that the triangle
inequalities are trivially satisfied, for example, if the changeover times sjk are small, say, no larger than
min p , for all j 0 n and all k j.

We denote by Pn D the convex hull of feasible schedules if there are no changeover times, and by
Pn s D the one in the presence of changeover times, where we always assume that the triangle condition
holds. If there are no precedence constraints, we simply write Pn and Pn s instead of Pn D and Pn s D ,
respectively.
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2.2 Base Polytope vs. Dominant

In the absence of precedence constraints the recession cone of Pn s coincides with the nonnegative
orthant. It follows that Pn s is of full dimension. This remains true when there is a partial order on the
set of jobs, independent of its structure:

Proposition 2.1. Let D be a precedence relation on the set N 1 n of jobs. Then the scheduling
polyhedron Pn s D is full–dimensional, i. e., dim Pn s D n.

Proof. Let ) be a linear extension of D. Construct a feasible completion time vector C as follows:

Cj :
s0 j p j if j ) 1 1

C) 1 k 1 1 s) 1 k 1 j p j if j ) 1 k k 2 n
j N

The n 1 points C and C ej j N belong to Q and are affinely independent.

From now on we simplify the underlying scheduling problem by assuming that there are no changeover
times. We will return to the problem with changeover times in Section 2.6.

Since we also do not allow for different job release dates, we can restrict to schedules without
inserted idle times for optimizing a regular performance measure (cf., [CMM67]). As mentioned above,
the permutation schedules are the only ones satisfying this additional condition. We denote the convex
hull of all feasible permutation schedules by Bn D . Indeed, when there are no precedence constraints
this polytope is the linear transformation of a base polytope of a supermodular system (see Section 2.3).
We call it Bn in this case. Pn D is a kind of dominant of Bn D and it is indeed its dominant if
the jobs are pairwise incomparable. The polytope Bn D is also known under the name generalized
permutahedron of the poset D (cf., [AS93, AS94]) since when all job processing times are equal to
one, it is the convex hull of all permutations that extend D. The permutahedron (or permutohedron or
taxihedron) is the convex hull of all permutations. It has almost independently been studied by Schoute
[Sch11], Rado [Rad52] (see also [YKK84]), Guilbaud and Rosenstiehl [GR71], Benzécri [Ben71],
Kreweras [Kre71], Balas [Bal75], Gaiha and Gupta [GG77], and Maes and Kappen [MK92]. The
permutahedron of a poset has been the subject of investigation by von Arnim, Faigle and Schrader
[AFS90], Schulz [Sch95], and von Arnim and Schrader [AS93].

In case that all job processing times are equal to one, all the work just mentioned is concerned
with the polytope Bn D rather than the polyhedron Pn D . Von Arnim and Schulz [AS94] also took
this point of view and studied Bn D whereas Queyranne [Que93] as well as Queyranne and Wang
[QW91b] concentrate on Pn D . What are the respective advantages of using each class of polyhe-
dra? Pn D shares one property with many other polyhedra arising from combinatorial optimization
problems, which makes it easier to study: it is full–dimensional. It follows in particular that the facet
defining inequalities are unique up to positive multiples. Another advantage caused by its structure is
that for any valid inequality% j N a jCj ' the sum of the coefficients,% j N a j is always greater than or
equal to zero. Otherwise we could take a schedule and by introducing sufficiently large idle time before
the first job we would obtain a contradiction to the validity. Consequently, we may partition the class of
valid inequalities in positive–sum and zero–sum inequalities, respectively. Observe further that a list of
all facet inducing inequalities for Pn D contains an inducing inequality for each facet of Bn D . Also,
each inequality valid for Pn D is valid for Bn D , but not vice versa. Another advantage of Pn D that is
again due to the structure of its recession cone is that all valid inequalities for Pn D remain valid when
nonnegative job release dates are introduced. This is especially important if the single machine problem
is part of a more complicated problem involving multiple machines. If we minimize the weighted sum
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of completion times, % j w jCj, an objective function which is obviously linear over Pn D , if there are
no release dates different from zero and if all the weights are nonnegative, then we may always obtain
an optimal solution that is an extreme point of Bn D .

On the other hand, the polytope Bn D may contain more problem specific structure than Pn D .
We will illustrate this. A poset D N A is series decomposable in D1 N1 A1 and D2 N2 A2
if N N1 N2 with N1 N2 /0, N1 N2 /0, and j k A for all j N1 and all k N2. We write
D D1 D2 if D admits such a decomposition. The arc sets A1 and A2 are those subsets of A induced by
N1 and N2, respectively. Note that every poset D has a unique series decomposition D D1 D2 Dq

where the nonempty suborders D1 D2 Dq are not further series decomposable. If the precedence
relation D of the scheduling problem decomposes as D D1 Dq, it is enough to solve q smaller
problems on D1 Dq, respectively, and to concatenate the partial solutions to obtain an entire optimal
solution. This property carries over to Bn D as we will show now.

Theorem 2.2. [Sch96a] Let D be a poset with series decomposition D1 Dq. Then Bn D is the
Cartesian product of the polytopes Bn1 D1 Bnq Dq where Bni Di arises from Bni Di through
translation by p D1 Di 1 11, i. e.,

Bn D Bn1 D1 Bnq Dq

Here, ni denotes the number of jobs in Di Ni Ai , i. e., ni : Ni , for i 1 q.

Since a minimal description in terms of linear equations and inequalities for the Cartesian product of
given polyhedra can be obtained by the juxtaposition of minimal linear systems of the given polyhedra,
one may concentrate on posets that are not series decomposable, when studying Bn D . If D is not
series decomposable, the dimension of Bn D is n 1 [Sch96a]. With the help of Theorem 2.2 it is easy
to determine the dimension of Bn D for arbitrary D.

Corollary 2.3. [Sch96a] Let D be a poset with series decomposition D1 Dq. Then

dim Bn D n q

Since all valid inequalities% j N a jCj ' for Pn D are either positive–sum or zero–sum, it follows
that any completion time vector induced by a schedule with inserted idle time is contained only in
unbounded faces of Pn D . Thus, Bn D is precisely the unique bounded face of Pn D of maximal
dimension, and all bounded faces of Pn D are contained in Bn D .

2.3 Linear Description and Supermodularity

In this section, we assume that there are no precedence constraints. In this case a classical result
of scheduling theory tells us how to minimize% j w jCj, the weighted sum of completion times. Ac-
cording to Smith’s rule [Smi56] we have to sequence the jobs in nonincreasing order of their ratios
wj p j. If we assume that 1 2 n is such an order, this leads to the optimal objective function value
%n
j 1wj%

j
k 1 pk. Now, let the weights of the jobs be identical to their processing times. Then all the

jobs have the same ratio and the optimal value does not depend on the order of the jobs. In fact, it
becomes

n

%
j 1

pj
j

%
k 1

pk
1
2 %

j N
p j

2 %
j N

p2j

For any subset S of jobs, let p2 S (not to be confused with p S 2 p S p S ) denote% j S p2j , and let

f S :
1
2

p S 2 p2 S (2.1)
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Then each feasible schedule C satisfies

%
j S

p jCj f S for all S N (2.2)

and the permutation schedules also satisfy

%
j N

p jCj f N (2.3)

After deriving this first class (2.2) of valid inequalities for Pn the question naturally arises whether these
inequalities are enough. This is in fact the case and we now provide a different proof from that of
Theorem 3.1 in [Que93]. First, observe that f /0 0 and

f S T f S T f S f T p S T p T S for all S T N (2.4)

Since we assumed the processing times to be positive, (2.4) implies that the set–function f : 2N is
strictly supermodular. Let Bn be the polytope defined by inequalities (2.2) and equation (2.3). By the
variable transformation

C j : pjCj for j 1 n (2.5)

we see that Bn is a linear transformation of the base polytope B f of the strictly supermodular system
on N defined by f .

Theorem 2.4. The scheduling polytope Bn is completely described by inequalities (2.2) and equation
(2.3), i. e., Bn Bn.

Proof. Since we know about the validity of the inequalities in question, we only have to show that
Bn Bn. Let C be an arbitrary vertex of Bn, and let C be the vertex of B f assigned to C by (2.5).
Furthermore, let w be a vector such that C is the unique minimum of the linear programming problem
min wx : x B f . We may assume (by renumbering of jobs) that w1 w2 wn. Then the
greedy algorithm for supermodular polyhedra implies, that

C j f 1 j f 1 j 1

p2j p j
j 1

%
k 1

pk for j 1 n

where we used the definition of the set–function f to obtain the last equation. Thus, by the reverse
linear transformation it follows that

Cj

j

%
k 1

pk for j 1 n

We conclude that C is the completion time vector of the feasible sequence 1 n.

Theorem 2.4 not only provides a complete description of the scheduling polytope Bn in terms of
linear equations and inequalities, it also implies that Bn as well as Pn are linear transformations of the
base polytope B f and the supermodular polyhedron P f , respectively, where f is defined by (2.1).
Since f is strictly supermodular, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 2.5.
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(a) For each nonempty subset S N the inequality% j S p jCj f S induces a facet of the scheduling
polyhedron Pn. These are all facet defining inequalities of Pn (up to positive multiples).

(b) For each nonempty and proper subset S N the inequality% j S p jCj f S induces a facet of
the scheduling polytope Bn.

Using the linear transformation (2.5), minimizing% j N w jCj over Bn is equivalent to minimizing
% j N w j p j C j over B f . But the greedy algorithm for supermodular polyhedra solves this problem:
sort the jobs in nonincreasing order of the ratios wj p j. The proof of Theorem 2.4 implies that it is
optimal to process the jobs in this order. Thus, Smith’s rule is a special instance of the greedy algorithm
for supermodular polyhedra, as observed first by Queyranne [Que93].

The dual function f of f implies “another” set of inequalities that are sufficient to describe Bn
together with equation (2.3), namely

%
j S

p jCj f S for all S N (2.6)

where

f S
1
2

p S 2 p2 S p S p N S (2.7)

The set of all faces of a polyhedron P forms under set inclusion a finite lattice (cf., e. g., [Zie95]).
Queyranne [Que93] observed that the face lattice of Pn is isomorphic to the lattice of all ordered subpar-
titions of N under refinement. Furthermore, it is well–known that the face lattice of the permutahedron
is isomorphic to the lattice of all ordered partitions of N. Schulz [Sch93a] pointed out that the face
lattices of the base polytopes of all strictly supermodular systems are actually isomorphic to the lattice
of all ordered partitions. The same holds for strictly supermodular polyhedra and the set of ordered
subpartitions. By the linear transformation (2.5) the face lattices of the scheduling polyhedra Bn and Pn
are also isomorphic to these lattices, respectively, and one can derive nice formulae for the number of
faces of various dimensions and conditions on adjacency relationships (see [Que93] and [Sch93a]).

2.4 Precedence Constraints

We now come back to the single machine scheduling problem with precedence constraints. We are
given a poset D on the set of jobs and we are interested in linear descriptions of Bn D and Pn D ,
respectively. Since the presence of precedence constraints makes the problem to minimize the weighted
sum of completion times, 1 prec %wjCj, NP–hard – even if all weights or all processing times are equal
to one (see [Law78] or [LRK78]) – we cannot in general hope for finding a complete linear description.
But some authors derived partial descriptions that turn out to be sufficient when the poset D has a special
structure.

Let D1 N1 A1 and D2 N2 A2 be posets on disjoint ground sets N1 and N2, respectively. The
parallel composition D1 D2 N A and the series composition D1 D2 N A of D1 and D2 are
posets on N : N1 N2 defined by

j k A if j k A1 and j k N1 or
j k A2 and j k N2

and

j k A if j k A or
j N1 and k N2
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u1 u2

u3 u4

R

u1 u2

u3 u4

Figure 2: The order N and a spider N R.

Let N denote the 4–element order shown in Figure 2. If R AR is another poset disjoint from N, then
the spider composition N R of N and R is the poset N R A defined on N R by

j k A if

j k AN and j k N or
j k AR and j k R or
j u2 and k R or
k u3 and j R

A weak poset is a poset that is defined as the series composition of antichains. (A poset is an
antichain if all its elements are pairwise incomparable.) A poset is series–parallel if it is either a
singleton or the parallel or series composition of two series–parallel posets. A poset is N–sparse if
it is a singleton, if it is the parallel or series composition of two N–sparse posets, or if it is a spider
composition N R where R is either the empty set or N–sparse. Obviously, each weak poset is series–
parallel and each series–parallel poset is N–sparse, but not vice versa. Notice that we can associate
naturally a decomposition (or parse) tree with each N–sparse poset.

Assuming the decomposition tree is given, Lawler [Law78] proposed an O n logn algorithm for
the sequencing problem when the precedence constraints are series–parallel. This algorithm starts at
the bottom of the decomposition tree and works upward, finding an optimal sequence for a node from
previously determined optimal sequences for its children. Schulz [Sch93b] extended this algorithm to
N–sparse precedence constraints by also handling spider compositions. His algorithm has running time
O n2 .

2.4.1 Parallel Inequalities

Since Bn D Bn D if D N A is a poset extending D N A , i. e., if A A, the inequalities
we derived for Bn remain valid for Bn D . However, it is easy to see that an inequality

%
j I
p jCj f I (2.8)

induces a nonempty face of Bn D and Pn D if and only if I is an ideal (or initial set) of D. A subset
I N is an ideal of the poset D if for every k I and every j with j k A we have j I. For an
ideal I the inequality (2.8) is therefore called an ideal constraint or a parallel inequality. It follows
from Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 that ideal inequalities are essentially sufficient for defining the scheduling
polytope Bn D when D is a weak order.
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Corollary 2.6. [Sch93a] Let D be a poset with series decomposition D1 D2 Dq, where the com-
ponents Di are antichains. Then

%
j Di

p jCj f Di p Di p D1 Di 1 for i 1 q

%
j D1 Di 1 I

p jCj f D1 Di 1 I
for /0 I Di

i 1 q

is a complete and minimal linear system describing Bn D .

Queyranne and Wang [QW91b] proved that all parallel inequalities induced by non series decom-
posable ideals of the job set N define facets of the polyhedron Pn D . They also show that these are,
up to positive multiples, the only positive–sum facet inducing inequalities for Pn D . If, in particular,
D is itself non series decomposable, it turns out that not all these inequalities remain facet defining
for Bn D . In fact, since the face of Bn D induced by the ideal I N coincides with Bn I N I ,
Corollary 2.3 implies that I induces a facet of Bn D if and only if both I and N I are not series decom-
posable. By applying Theorem 2.2 we obtain the following theorem due to Schulz [Sch93a, Sch95] for
arbitrary D.

Theorem 2.7. Let D be a poset with series decomposition D1 Dq. An ideal I D1 D Î,
0 q 1 , defines a facet of Bn D if and only if /0 Î D 1 and both Î and D 1 Î are not

series decomposable.

If we assume that in the initial LP relaxation of a cutting plane algorithm for 1 prec%wjCj the
simple precedence inequalities

Ck Cj pk for all j k A (2.9)

are included, the separation algorithm of Queyranne [Que93] that is based on the following lemma
determines an ideal whose associated inequality is violated, if one exists.

Lemma 2.8. [Que93] Let C be a point in N . If I N maximizes f I % j I p jCj, then k I if and
only if Ck p I .

Lemma 2.8 implies that if the jobs are sorted in nondecreasing order of theCj’s, say,C1 C2
Cn, then an optimum subset I can be found among the n sets 1 k , k 1 n. This observation
leads immediately to an O n logn separation algorithm (see [Que93] and [QW91a] for details).

2.4.2 Error Bounds on the Optimality Gap

We now consider the quality of the lower bound obtained from the LP formulation including all the
precedence constraints (2.9) and, through the O n logn separation algorithm just mentioned, all the
parallel inequalities (2.2). For this, we also consider the quality of certain heuristics (approximation
methods) which construct feasible schedules. In the case of precedence constraints, the following sim-
ple idea [QW91a] produces a feasible schedule: given any vector C satisfying the following relaxation
of the precedence constraints (2.9)

Ck Cj for all j k A (2.10)

sequence the jobs in the order of the components of C. Although condition (2.10) is sufficient to
guarantee feasibility of the resulting schedule, we need additional conditions on C for this schedule to
be near–optimal.
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Assume now that C satisfies all the parallel inequalities (2.2). Let CH denote the completion time
vector of the schedule obtained by sequencing the jobs in the order of the components ofC. To simplify
the notation, assume that this order is 1 2 n; that is, we had C1 C2 Cn. Note that, for a
single machine and in the absence of release dates and changeover times,

CHj
j

%
k 1

pk for all j 1 n (2.11)

The following lemma, due to Schulz [Sch96b] (see also Hall et al. [HSSW96]), implies the job-by-job
bound:

CHj 2Cj for every j 1 n (2.12)

Lemma 2.9. [Sch96b] Assume that vector C N satisfies C1 C2 Cn and all the parallel
inequalities (2.2). Then

Cj
1
2

j

%
k 1

pk for all j 1 n (2.13)

Proof. For any j N, let S 1 j and p S % j
k 1 pk. Then the inequalities Cj Ck for all k S

and the parallel inequality (2.2) for S imply:

p S Cj %
k S

pk Cj %
k S

pkCk f S
1
2 %j S

p j
2 1

2
p S 2 (2.14)

The result now follows from dividing by p S 0.

Theorem 2.10. [Sch96b] Let CLP denote an optimal solution to the LP relaxation

min%
j N

w jCj (2.15)

subject to (2.9) and (2.2) (2.16)

of the scheduling problem 1|prec|%wjCj (where all wj 0), and let CH denote the completion time
vector of the feasible schedule defined by sequencing the jobs in the same order as in CLP. Then

wCLP
1
2
wC and wCH 2wC (2.17)

where C denotes any optimal schedule.

Proof. As observed above, the fact that CLP satisfies the inequalities (2.9) implies that the schedule CH

satisfies all precedence constraints. Assuming as above that CLP1 CLP2 CLPn , we have, for
all j 1 n, CHj % j

k 1 pk and thus, from Lemma 2.9, the job-by-job bound CHj 2CLPj . From
wCLP wC wCH and all wj 0 (with at least one wj 0), we obtain

wC wCH 2wCLP 2wC

The results follow.

Thus the LP relaxation provides a lower bound which is more than 50% of the optimal value, and
the corresponding heuristic schedule CH has value less than twice the optimal value. Examples given
in [HSSW96] show that both bounds are asymptotically tight.
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Queyranne and Wang [QW91a] report computational experiments showing that the LP relaxation
and LP-based heuristic perform much better in practice than the worst–case bounds in Theorem 2.10
above. They use a cutting plane algorithm to solve the LP relaxation (2.15)–(2.16), and supplement
the LP-based heuristic with some simple job interchanges. The instances, with up to 160 jobs, were
randomly generated with processing times and weights drawn from the discrete uniform distributions
on 1 100 and 1 10 , respectively. They find relative optimality gaps of less than 1% on all of the
260 instances generated. Queyranne and Wang also observe that, from Theorem 2.4, the LP bound
from (2.15)–(2.16) is the optimal value of the Lagrangian relaxation considered by van de Velde [Vel95].

2.4.3 Series Inequalities

The simple precedence inequalities (2.9) may be generalized by replacing the jobs j and k by subsets
of jobs. Let J K be a series decomposable subset of D. (To keep the notation simple, when we speak
of subsets of the poset D we mean subsets of the job set N together with the precedence constraints
induced by D.) That all the jobs in J have to precede all the jobs in K and that jobs may not overlap
imply the following linear inequality. Let C be an arbitrary feasible schedule, and let t be the earliest
time at which all jobs of J are completed, i. e., t : max Cj : j J . LetN t be the set of jobs completed
no later than t, and N t the set of jobs completed after t, so J N t and K N t . Furthermore, let D t

be the poset on N t induced by D, and D t the inverse of the poset on N t induced by D. Then, the
appropriately shifted subvectors of C indexed by the jobs in N t and N t satisfy the ideal constraints
for PN t D t and PN t

D t associated with K and J, respectively:

%
j K

p j Cj t f K (2.18)

%
j J

p j t Cj p j f J (2.19)

Note that (2.19) is obtained by applying time reversal, starting at time t. By multiplying (2.18) with
p J and (2.19) with p K and summing up the resulting inequalities, we obtain

p J %
j K

p jCj p K %
j J

p jCj

1
2
p J p K p J p K

1
2
p J p2 K

1
2
p K p2 J

(2.20)

This inequality does not depend on t and therefore must be satisfied by every feasible schedule C.
Hence, it is valid for Pn D . From its derivation it follows that it can only induce a nontrivial face
if J is an ideal of D t and K is an ideal of D t . That is, J K has to be an intermediate set. A
set S N is called intermediate or convex (with respect to D) if j k k A and j S imply
k S. Inequality (2.20) which has been derived by von Arnim, Faigle and Schrader [AFS90] for the
permutahedron and by Queyranne and Wang [QW91b] for Pn D is called series inequality or convex
set constraint. Queyranne and Wang showed that an intermediate set J K induces a facet of Pn D if
and only if neither J nor K is itself series decomposable. Necessity is easy to see: in case that J or K
is series decomposable, say, J J1 J2, routine calculations show that the face induced by J K is the
intersection of the faces induced by J1 J2 and J2 K, respectively. Again, this condition is not sufficient
in case of Bn D . Assume that D is non series decomposable. Then von Arnim and Schulz [AS94] (see
also [Sch93a]) proved that an intermediate set A B induces a facet of Bn D if and only if A, B, and
D A B are not series decomposable. Here D A B stands for the contracted poset resulting from
D by replacing A B by a single element.
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While the parallel inequalities are sufficient to describe the scheduling polyhedra of weak posets,
von Arnim, Faigle and Schrader [AFS90] and Queyranne and Wang [QW91b] showed for the per-
mutahedron and for Pn D , respectively, that the parallel and the series inequalities are sufficient for
series–parallel posets. Queyranne and Wang’s proof exploits the decomposition tree and reveals simi-
larities with Lawler’s algorithm. We restate their main theorem to illustrate this. A filter (or terminal
set) of a poset is a subset whose complement forms an ideal.

Theorem 2.11. [QW91b]

(a) All facet inducing inequalities for Pn D1 D2 are

(i) all facet inducing inequalities for PD1 D1 ,

(ii) all facet inducing inequalities for PD2 D2 ,

(iii) % j I1 I2 pjCj f I1 I2 , where I1 and I2 are nonempty ideals of D1 and D2, respectively.

(b) All facet inducing inequalities for Pn D1 D2 , are

(i) all facet inducing inequalities for PD1 D1 ,

(ii) all zero–sum facet inducing inequalities for PD2 D2 ,

(iii)

p F %
j I
p jCj p I %

j F
p jCj

1
2
p F p I p F p I

1
2
p F p2 I

1
2
p I p2 F

where F is a non series decomposable filter of D1 and I is a non series decomposable ideal
of D2.

Minimal linear descriptions for Pn D and Bn D for series–parallel D are given in Queyranne and
Wang [QW91b] and in Schulz [Sch93a], respectively.

The separation problem associated with the class of series inequalities is not completely solved.
Queyranne and Wang [QW91a] proposed an algorithm for the simple series inequalities. This subclass
contains only those series inequalities induced by J K where J or K is a singleton. Schulz [Sch93a]
extended their algorithm to the case where J or K is of fixed size, say of size q. This leads to an O nq 1

algorithm. On the other hand, it follows from a result discussed in Section 4.2 below (see Theorem 4.4)
that the separation problem for a class of inequalities that contains the series inequalities is solvable in
polynomial time, but no combinatorial algorithm is known at the time of this writing.

In addition to the results and computational experiments mentioned previously, Queyranne and
Wang [QW91a] show that the LP relaxation consisting of the parallel inequalities (2.2) and the simple
simple series inequalities, for which they have fast separation algorithms, yields a lower bound never
worse than that from the Lagrangian relaxation using slack variables proposed by Hoogeven and van de
Velde [HV95b]. Margot, Queyranne and Wang [MQW96] extend the computational work of [QW91a]
and develop a branch–and–cut algorithm for the same problem. They solve most instances of size up
to 120 jobs with a modest number of nodes in the branching tree and within a few seconds of CPU
time on a workstation. These empirical results suggest the question whether the bounds in (2.17) can
be improved by the addition to the LP relaxation (2.15)–(2.16) of classes of valid inequalities such as
simple series, general series, or the spider inequalities of the next section.
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2.4.4 Spider Inequalities

Queyranne and Wang [QW91b] observed that as soon as the precedence constraints fail to be series–
parallel the parallel and the series inequalities are no longer sufficient for describing the scheduling
polyhedra. They showed that certain additional inequalities associated with the order N are needed.
This is not surprising since the absence of an induced N is a characterization of series–parallel posets
by a forbidden substructure. Von Arnim and Schrader [AS93] introduced a class of so–called spider
inequalities that generalizes the N–inequalities of Queyranne and Wang. They showed that the addition
of spider inequalities to all the inequalities we derived before leads to a complete linear description of
Bn D when D is N–sparse. The spider inequalities associated with a spider S N R (see Figure 2
above) can be stated as follows:

p S p F pu1 Cu3 %
j F u1

pjCj 'Cu2 '%
j S

p jCj

p S
1
2

p F pu1 p F pu1 2pu3
1
2

p2 F p2u1 'pu2

1
2
' p S 2 p2 S

(2.21)

and

p S %
j I u4

pjCj p I pu4 Cu2 $Cu3 $%
j S

p jCj

p S
1
2
p I pu4

2 1
2
p2 I p2u4

1
2
$ p S 2 p2 S

(2.22)

where ' p R F pu2, $ p R I pu3 , I is an ideal, and F is a filter of R.
Von Arnim and Schulz [AS94] show that a spider S D together with an ideal I or an filter F of R

defines a facet of Bn D if and only if S is an intermediate set and the contracted poset D S is non series
decomposable. They also present a minimal linear description that characterizes Bn D completely
when D is N–sparse.

2.5 Release Dates

We now consider single machine scheduling problems subject to release date constraints

Cj r j p j for all j N (2.23)

where rj 0 is a given release date for job j. Note that all earlier results implicitly assumed a common
release date rj 0 for all jobs.

The polyhedral structure of single–machine scheduling polyhedra subject to release dates is not well
understood. See the next section for general results from Balas [Bal85] which apply to this special case
of the problem considered therein. In the rest of this section, we consider recent approximation results
based on simple (and rather weak) LP relaxations.

The simplest relaxation, studied by Schulz [Sch96b], uses only the release date inequalities (2.23)
and, since all rj 0, the parallel inequalities (2.2).

Proposition 2.12. [Sch96b] Let C N denote any vector satisfying all inequalities (2.23) and (2.2).
As earlier and to simplify notation, assume that the jobs are numbered such that C1 C2 Cn.
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Let CH denote the completion time vector of the feasible schedule defined by sequencing the jobs in the
same order as in C, that is,

CH1 r1 p1 and CHj max r j CHj 1 pj for j 2 n (2.24)

Then, for all jobs j 1 n, we have

CHj 3Cj (2.25)

Proof. Note that, for every job j, we haveCHj rk % j
k p for some job k scheduled before j (possibly

job j itself), that is, with Ck Cj. Letting S N : k j , note that, as in the proof of
Lemma 2.9, we have from Cj C for all S and from (2.2),

%
S
p Cj %

S
p C f S

1
2 %S

p 2

implying % S p 2Cj. The proposition then follows from this inequality and from rk Ck Cj.

Corollary 2.13. [Sch96b] Let CLP denote an optimal solution to the LP relaxation

min%
j N

w jCj (2.26)

subject to (2.23) and (2.2) (2.27)

of the scheduling problem 1|rj |%wjCj (where all wj 0), and let CH denote the completion time vector
of the feasible schedule defined by sequencing the jobs in the same order as in CLP, as per equa-
tions (2.24). Then

wCLP
1
3
wC and wCH 3wC (2.28)

where C denotes any optimal schedule.

Wang [Wan96] shows that the bounds in Corollary 2.13 are asymptotically tight. Note that, while
scheduling the jobs according to the order in CLP, a job j may fit in a “gap” (idle time interval) after
r j but before CHj 1. Thus, let CH denote the feasible schedule whereby every job j is considered
after job j 1 and then scheduled as early as possible. It is clear that CHj CHj for all jobs j, so
wCH wCH 3wC , but this performance result cannot be improved in the worst case.

Schulz [Sch96b] also observes that the same bounds hold when we have precedence constraints in
addition to release dates, provided of course that we add the simple precedence constraints (2.9) to the
LP relaxation:

Corollary 2.14. [Sch96b] The conclusions of Corollary 2.13 also apply to the LP relaxation

min%
j N

w jCj (2.29)

subject to (2.23), (2.2) and (2.9) (2.30)

of the scheduling problem 1|rj, prec|%wjCj (where all wj 0).

We now turn to a stronger relaxation for 1|rj |%wjCj. For any job subset S N, let rmin S
min j S r j. Since no job in S can start before time rmin S , we may think of this time as a new (provi-
sional) time origin for job subset S. Therefore any feasible schedule C must satisfy

%
j S

p j Cj rmin S f S
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Defining l S % j S p j rmin S f S , we see that every feasible schedule C must satisfy the shifted
parallel inequalities

%
j S

p jCj l S for all S N (2.31)

Note that these shifted parallel inequalities imply both the release date constraints (2.23) (using S j )
and (since all rj 0) the parallel inequalities (2.2). Therefore the LP relaxation

min%
j N

w jCj (2.32)

subject to (2.31) (2.33)

to the scheduling problem 1|rj |%wjCj yields a lower bound which is no smaller than that from the
earlier LP relaxation (2.26)–(2.27).
(Remark: Note that the argument used in the proof of Proposition 2.12 cannot be used here to show
CHj 2Cj, because we may have rmin k j rk; in fact, simple examples show that, using the LP
relaxation (2.32)–(2.33), the uniform factor of 3 in the job-by-job bound (2.25) cannot be improved to
2 in the worst case.)

Goemans [Goe96] studies this shifted parallel inequalities relaxation in detail. Though the set func-
tion l is not supermodular in general, he shows that the polyhedron defined by all shifted parallel
inequalities (2.31) is the affine image of a supermodular polyhedron; that is, the upper Dilworth trun-
cation of l is a supermodular function. Using this property, Goemans shows that the LP relaxation
(2.32)–(2.33) can be solved in O(n logn) time by a greedy algorithm. He also characterizes the facet
defining shifted parallel inequalities and shows that the polyhedron defined by (2.31) is a projection of
that defined by a “weak” time-indexed formulation from Dyer and Wolsey [DW90], see Subsection 3.5
below. This implies in particular that the optimal value of the LP relaxation (2.32)–(2.33) coincides
with that of Dyer and Wolsey’s time-indexed formulation.

In a subsequent paper [Goe97], Goemans describes a randomized algorithm for 1|rj |%wjCj based
on an optimal solution CLP to the LP relaxation (2.32)–(2.33). Using an amortized approach (instead of
the job-by-job approach above) and the properties of optimal solutions (instead of feasible solutions, as
above) to the shifted parallel inequalities formulation (2.32)–(2.33) and to the LP relaxation of Dyer and
Wolsey’s time-indexed formulation, he shows that his randomized algorithm is a 2-approximation algo-
rithm. In terms of the quality of the lower bounds, his results imply in particular that the shifted parallel
inequalities lower bound is at least half the optimum value:

Theorem 2.15. [Goe97] Let CSPI denote an optimal solution to the shifted parallel inequalities LP
relaxation (2.32)–(2.33). Then

wCSPI
1
2
wC (2.34)

where C denotes any optimal schedule.

Note that Theorem 2.15 also applies to the LP relaxation of Dyer and Wolsey’s time-indexed formu-
lation. Based on the same relaxations to 1|rj |%wjCj, but with an improved use of randomness Schulz
and Skutella [SS] design a 1 847–approximation algorithm.

2.6 Sequence–Dependent Processing Times

In this final section on the natural date variables we reintroduce the single machine problem with
changeover times (or setup times), but without precedence constraints, describing very briefly the work
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of Balas [Bal85]. By combining changeover times sjk and job processing times pk we obtain sequence–
dependent processing times pjk : s jk pk, and this explains the title of this section. Balas started with
a computationally very challenging problem, the job shop problem. In a job shop we are given a set of
m disjunctive machines and each job j splits into (at most) m operations ji i 1 m. Operation ji
has to be processed on machine i, and there is a specified processing order for the operations of each
job. The well–known disjunctive graph model for this problem (cf., e. g., [Bal69]) translates into the
following disjunctive formulation:

Cji Cjh p jh ji
if operation h of job j has to precede operation i of
job j; j 1 n;h i 1 m;

Cji p0 ji j=1, ,n; i=1, ,m;

Cki Cji p ji ki or Cji Cki pki ji for all jobs j k and all machines i 1 m.

The first set of constraints link m otherwise independent single machine problems. Balas concentrated
on such single machine polyhedra, adding sequence–dependent processing times (but no precedence
constraints) and gave characterizations of the vertices and extreme directions of the polyhedra Pn )
associated with a job permutation ). He showed that, for this very general class of single machine
scheduling problems (but in the absence of precedence constraints or deadlines), the unit vectors are the
sole extreme directions of the convex hull of feasible schedules. He also showed the following general
lifting result:

Theorem 2.16. [Bal85] Let S N be two job sets, and P S and P N be the corresponding single
machine polyhedra with sequence–dependent processing times. An inequality% j S* jCj b is facet
defining for P S iff it is also facet defining for P N .

Thus, to show that a valid inequality with small support S is facet defining for P N , it is sufficient
to show that it is facet defining for the smaller–dimensional polyhedron P S . This result, in particular,
allowed Balas to characterize all facets induced by inequalities with at most three nonzero coefficients.
For example, using the theory of blocking polyhedra (cf., [Ful70, Ful71]), he proved that the inequalities

Cj p0 j

are facet defining for the single machine scheduling polyhedron. The reader should be able to prove
this directly by a slight modification of the proof presented above for Proposition 2.1. While these
inequalities are in a sense more general than (2.2), they lack many of the nice properties of the latter;
for example Balas shows that there are up to four different facet defining inequalities with the same
support of size three, whereas inequalities (2.2) are uniquely defined by their support.

Turning back to his original multiple machine (job shop) problem, Balas also presented a sufficient
condition for a facet defining inequality for a single machine polyhedron to also define a facet of the
job shop polyhedron.

2.7 Parallel machines

We now turn to the use of natural dates for formulating parallel machine scheduling problems. Note
that, when we represent a schedule by a vector C n of job completion times, we choose to ignore
the assignment of jobs to the machines. In several of these problems, such as those with identical
parallel machines, a precise assignment of jobs to machines is relatively unimportant and can easily be
reconstructed from the completion time vector of a feasible schedule.
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Very little is known about the polyhedral structure of parallel machine scheduling problems. The
trivial lower bounds

Cj p j all j N (2.35)

and release date constraints (2.23) are easily shown to be facet inducing for the corresponding parallel
machine scheduling polyhedra without precedence constraints. Note, however, that for the dominant
scheduling polyhedron for m identical parallel machines without precedence constraints, no facet in-
ducing inequality aC b (with a 0 for validity) can have support S a j N : aj 0 of size
1 S a m. (Indeed, if 1 S a m, then the minimum of aC is obtained by scheduling the
jobs in S A each on a different machine; the resulting inequality is then implied by the trivial lower
bound or release date constraints.) The extension of the parallel inequalities (2.2) to parallel machines
is nontrivial; in fact, the problem of minimizing their left hand side% pjCj is already NP-hard for two
identical parallel machines [LRKB77].

Parallel machine scheduling polyhedra are simple and well understood in the case of unit jobs, i.e,
when all pj 1, see [Sch93a]. Queyranne and Schulz [QS95] consider an extension to machines with
different speeds, where these speeds may vary over time and across machines at different rates. Such
machine–dependent speed functions may be used to model such predictable effects as operator learning
and tool wear and tear, as well as such planned activities as machine upgrades, maintenance and the
preassignment of other operations, all of which may affect the available processing speed of the different
machines at different points in time. The authors consider jobs with identical processing requirements
(a natural extension of unit jobs to this context) and allow so–called compatible release dates, which
may occur only at instants where all machines are available to start a job in any undominated schedule.
Special cases include integral release dates for identical parallel machines; and a common release date
for uniform machines (each with constant speed). They show that the convex hull of feasible completion
time vectors is a supermodular polyhedron. This implies that a weighted sum%wjCj of completion
times can be minimized by a greedy algorithm.

As for the case of release dates, we will now see that some simple relaxations in natural date vari-
ables, which have nicely structured optimal solutions, are sufficient to yield interesting approximation
results. We now return to scheduling on m identical parallel machines, and establish a simple (though
fairly weak) generalization of the parallel inequalities (2.2).

Lemma 2.17. [Sch96b, HSSW96] The completion time vector C of any feasible schedule on m identical
parallel machines satisfies

%
j S

p jCj
1
2m

p S 2 1
2
p2 S for all S N (2.36)

Proof. Consider any feasible schedule and let C denote its completion time vector. For any job sub-
set S N and any machine i 1 m , let Si denote the set of all jobs from S processed on machine i.
The parallel inequalities (2.2) apply to each machine i, implying

%
j S

p jCj

m

%
i 1
%
j Si

p jCj

m

%
i 1

1
2
p Si 2 p2 Si

1
2

m

%
i 1

p Si 2
1
2
p2 S (2.37)

The result now follows from the fact that, with%mi 1 p Si p S , the sum of squares%m
i 1 p Si 2 is at

its minimum 1
m p S

2 when every p Si is equal to 1
m p S .
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The proof of the following theorem makes use of the weaker inequalities

%
j S

p jCj
1
m

1
2
p S 2 p2 S for all S N (2.38)

which define a supermodular polyhedron, and of the nice structure of optimal solutions to a linear
program defined with these constraints.

Theorem 2.18. [HSSW96] Let CLP denote an optimal solution to the LP relaxation

min%
j N

w jCj (2.39)

subject to (2.35) and (2.36) (2.40)

of the scheduling problem P||%wjCj. Then

wCLP
1
2
1 1

2m 1
wC (2.41)

where C denotes any optimal schedule.

Proof. First consider the relaxation LPW of the LP (2.39)–(2.40) whereby all the constraints are re-
placed by the weaker inequalities (2.38). Note that the right hand sides of these inequalities (2.38)
are precisely those of the single machine parallel inequalities (2.2) scaled by 1m . Thus the feasible set
of LPW is also an affine image of a supermodular polyhedron, and LPW is solved by a greedy algo-
rithm: rank the jobs in WSPT order w1 p1 w2 p2 wn pn and letCLPWj

1
m p 1 j . Let

CWSPT denote the completion time vector of the feasible schedule defined by Graham’s list scheduling
rule [Gra66] using this WSPT order; namely, every job is considered in the WSPT order and is then
assigned to the earliest available machine. By the nature of Graham’s list scheduling rule, we have, for
all j 1 n, the following job-by-job bounds:

CWSPT
j

1
m
p 1 j 1 pj CLPW 1

1
m

pj (2.42)

Since CWSPT is a feasible schedule, w 0, LPW is a relaxation to LP, and by (2.35), we then have

wC wCWSPT wCLPW 1
1
m %

j N
w j p j wCLP 1

1
m
wCLP

and the result follows.

Note also that the WSPT list scheduling rule used in the proof of Theorem 2.18 was analyzed by
Kawaguchi and Kyan [KK86], who proved that wCWSPT 1

2 2 1 wC . As observed by Hall et
al., from inequality (2.42) and C pj, we obtain here a simple proof of the weaker bound CWSPT

2 1
m wC .
Before turning to identical parallel machine scheduling with release dates, we state witout proof an

immediate generalization of Lemma 2.9:

Lemma 2.19. Assume that vector C n satisfies C1 C2 Cn and all the inequalities (2.36).
Then

Cj
1
2m

j

%
i 1

pi for all j 1 n (2.43)
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Consider now identical parallel machine scheduling with release dates. Note that Graham’s list
scheduling rule [Gra66] extends to this case by considering each job j in the list order and then inserting
it in the earliest block of pj consecutive idle time units after the release date rj, without disturbing any
already scheduled job.

Theorem 2.20. [Sch96b] Let CLP denote an optimal solution to the LP relaxation

min%
j N

w jCj (2.44)

subject to (2.23) and (2.36) (2.45)

of the scheduling problem P|rj|%wjCj (where all wj 0). Let CH denote the completion time vector
of the feasible schedule obtained by Graham’s list scheduling rule using the order of the components
in CLP. Then

wCLP
1
4
1

1
4m 1

wC and wCH 4
1
m

wC (2.46)

where C denotes any optimal schedule.

Proof. As in earlier proofs, assume thatCLP1 CLP2 CLPn , and, for any given j, let S 1 j .
Note that, in schedule CH , all machines must be busy between time rmax S maxk S rk and the start
CHj p j of job j. Thus

CHj rmax S
1
m
p 1 j 1 pj rmax S

1
m
p S 1

1
m

pj

For k argmax j S r j, we have rmax S CLPk CLPj . Lemma 2.19 implies 1m p S 2CLPj . The release
date constraints (2.23) and rj 0 imply pj r j p j CLPj . Therefore we obtain the job-by-job bound
CHj 4 1

m Cj for all j N, and the results follow.

We suspect that the bounds in Theorem 2.20 are not tight. We also note that Hall et al. [HSSW96]
and Chakrabarti et al. [CPS 96] prove that somewhat more sophisticated approximation techniques
show that natural date formulations also give constant approximation ratios for the case of identical
parallel machines in the presence of precedence constraints (with and without release dates). Finally,
Schulz [Sch96b] extends these ideas and proof techniques to m-stage flowshop problems, obtaining
approximation bounds of 2m without release dates and 2m 1 with release dates; in both cases, the
bounds apply with or without precedence constraints. When there are parallel machines at each stage,
the bounds change to 3m and 3m 1, respectively, this time without precedence constraints.

Additional Notes and References

When preemption is allowed, it turns out that the convex hull of feasible completion time vectors is
in general no longer closed. This was already observed in Section 2.1 for nonpreemptive scheduling
with sequence–dependent processing times (see Figure 1). Queyranne and Wang [QW92] showed that
this is also the case for preemptive single machine scheduling with either deadlines or precedence con-
straints. This property is intimately linked to whether or not there is an advantage to preemption when
minimizing a weighted sum %wjCj of completion times. When there is no advantage to preemption,
valid inequalities for nonpreemptive schedules are also valid for preemptive schedules (the converse
being always true, as preemptive problems are relaxations of their nonpreemptive counterparts). When
this is the case, the convex hull of feasible preemptive schedules coincides with that of nonpreemptive
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schedules. Using this observation, Queyranne and Wang [QW91b] showed that in the precedence case
this convex hull is closed if and only if the precedence constraints form an out–forest, since it then
coincides with the convex hull of nonpreemptive schedules.

The release date and precedence inequalities (2.23) and (2.9), the parallel and shifted parallel in-
equalities (2.2) and (2.31), however, all remain valid for preemptive schedules. Therefore the LP re-
laxations described in preceding sections and which only use these inequalities, are also relaxations
for the preemptive versions of the respective scheduling problems. Therefore all the resulting bounds
also apply to the preemptive problems. Improving upon Corollary 2.14 for the preemptive case, Hall et
al. [HSSW96] show that a preemptive version of the list scheduling heuristic using the order of com-
pletion times in an optimal solution to the LP relaxation in Corollary 2.14, yields a 2–approximation
for the preemptive problem 1|rj,prec,pmtn|%wjCj. They also show a similar result for the parallel ma-
chine problem P|rj,prec,prmtn|%wjCj and obtain a 3–approximation; if all release dates rj 0, their
algorithm is a 3 1

m –approximation. Finally, note that for single or parallel machine problems (with
integral release dates), the preemptive algorithms do not use any preemptions in the case of unit jobs,
i.e., when all pj 1. Thus all the preceding preemptive results apply to the nonpreemptive unit job
problems.

The notion of the generalized permutahedron of a poset, defined in Section 2.2 above, has recently
been extended by Schrader, Schulz and Wambach [SSW96] to the case of a general, strictly supermod-
ular function. Let D N A be a poset and let f : 2N be a strictly supermodular set–function. We
know from the greedy algorithm for supermodular polyhedra that there is a one–to–one correspondence
between the vertices, say x), of the base polytope B f and the permutations ) of N. In view of the
relation of the generalized permutahedron to base polytopes we may be interested in the convex hull of
those vertices of B f that correspond with a permutation that extends D. We denote this polytope by
B f D , i.e.,

B f D : conv x) : ) is a linear extension of D

Schrader et al. [SSW96] show that, for a series–parallel poset D, this polytope B f D is completely
described by the inequalities x I f I for all ideals I and a suitable extension of the series inequalities.
Moreover, results similar to Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.3, and Theorem 2.7 can be proved simply by using
the strict supermodularity of f .

Some extensions of the results related to supermodular polyhedra were also obtained for stochastic
and dynamic scheduling problems (cf., [FG86, FG88b, FG88a, SY92, BGT92, BNM93]). In many
multiclass queueing systems, strong conservation laws are satisfied by certain performance measures.
These laws imply that the feasible space of achievable performance is the base of a polymatroid. There-
fore, many types of functions of the performance vector can be efficiently optimized. Bertsimas and
Niño–Mora [BNM93] showed that this remains true if the performance measure satisfies a general-
ized conservation law by observing that in this case the performance space can be seen as an extended
polymatroid (cf., [BGT92]). Notice that the polytope Bn is itself an extended polymatroid.

3 Time–Indexed Variables

The general task of machine scheduling is to allocate machines to jobs over time. Therefore, many
scheduling problems are naturally formulated as integer programs with variables indexed by pairs j t
where j denotes a job and t is a time period. Such formulations are commonly referred to as time–
indexed formulations [Sou89, DW90, SW92, AHS93, Akk94].
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3.1 Problem Formulation and Complexity

In order to obtain a finite number of variables, we introduce a fixed time horizon (planning horizon) T
and discretize time into, say, the periods 1 2 T where period t starts at time t 1 and ends at time
t. (Remember that we assume all processing times pj and all release dates and deadlines, if applicable,
to be integral.) If we define the incidence vector xF indexed by the pairs j t , j N, t 1 T , of a
feasible schedule F by

xFjt :
1 if job j is started in period t;
0 otherwise

the object of interest is the time–indexed polytope

TI : conv xF : F feasible schedule

This is a 0 1 polytope in the n T –dimensional space. Even if we reduce the number of variables (e. g.,
by observing that xjt has to be zero if t T pj 1, since job j cannot start after time T pj without
exceeding the planning horizon), the number of variables remains in general huge in comparison to the
number of jobs, the input dimension. Notice that T p N , at least when dealing with a single machine.
That is, even if we would somehow derive a strongly polynomial time algorithm for optimizing a linear
objective function over the polytope TI, this would only lead to a pseudo–polynomial algorithm for the
original scheduling problem. We will later discuss one method used to deal algorithmically with this
number of variables.

The precise problem setting that has been investigated in the literature and that we want to discuss
here is as follows. We are given a single machine which can execute at most one job at a time. Preemp-
tion is not allowed and each job j has to be processed for a period of integral length pj on this machine.
We also require that every job starts at an integral time. Using time–indexed variables, this leads to the
following formulation where cjt is the cost for starting job j in period t:

minimize
n

%
j 1

T pj 1

%
t 1

c jtx jt

subject to
T pj 1

%
t 1

x jt 1 j 1 n (3.1)

n

%
j 1

t

%
s t pj 1

x js 1 t 1 T (3.2)

x jt 0 j 1 n t 1 T pj 1 (3.3)

and we assume that xjt 0 for those t 1 T pj 1 . Each integer solution to this linear system
is the incidence vector of a feasible schedule, i. e., TI is identical to the integral hull of the polytope
defined by the system (3.1) – (3.3). Equations (3.1) ensure that each job is scheduled exactly once
whereas inequalities (3.2) take care that at most one job is executed in each period. In case T p N ,
the inequalities in (3.2) can be replaced by the corresponding equations.

The chosen variables allow handling a broad collection of different models. Job release dates rj
or deadlines dj are handled by setting xjt : 0 for t rj or t d j p j 1, respectively. If we want
job j to precede job k in each feasible schedule, we may enforce this by setting xk1 xkpj
x j T pj pk 2 x j T pj 1 0 and by adding either the inequalities

t

%
s p j 1

xks
t pj

%
s 1

x js 0 t p j 1 T pk 1 (3.4)
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or the following inequality proposed by Sousa [Sou89]:
T pk 1

%
t p j 1

t 1 xkt
T pj pk 1

%
t 1

t 1 xjt p j (3.5)

We show later (see Lemma 3.9) that a feasible solution to (3.1) – (3.4) also satisfies (3.5).
Different objective functions can be formulated using an appropriate choice of the costs cjt . In par-

ticular, all standard min–sum criteria are linear in the time–indexed variables. Choosing cjt : wj t 1
we minimize the weighted sum of starting times, whereas cjt : wjmax 0 t pj d j 1 leads to the
minimization of the total weighted tardiness. Here dj stands for the due date of job j. The weighted
number of late jobs is minimized by using cjt : wj if t d j p j 1 and cjt : 0, otherwise. Since
minimizing the total weighted tardiness is already strongly NP–hard for a single machine (see [Law77]
or [LRKB77]), the considered scheduling problem is strongly NP–hard in general. Thus, we cannot
hope for finding a complete description of TI in terms of linear equations and inequalities (cf., e. g.,
[Sch86] for a thorough discussion of this subject). However, if all the jobs have unit processing time,
i. e., pj 1 for j N, then the constraint matrix of (3.1) and (3.2) is the node–edge incidence matrix of
a bipartite graph, and is therefore totally unimodular. As a consequence, the described scheduling prob-
lem, and thus all the special cases mentioned above (with the exception of those involving precedence
constraints), are solvable in polynomial time in this case. This remains true when all jobs have the same
processing time p and T n p c for some constant c. In this case the scheduling problem can be
solved by solving n c

c assignment problems (cf., [CS95] for details). On the other hand, if all jobs
have the same processing time pj 2 and T is part of the input, Crama and Spieksma [CS95] showed
that the scheduling problem is NP–hard, even if all cjt 0 1 .

3.2 Dimension and Basic Facets

Notice that we already know that the time–indexed polytope TI is not of full dimension. Since equations
(3.1) are linearly independent, we can conclude that dim TI % j T p j 1 n nT % j p j. Under
the assumption T % j p j pmax where pmax : max pj : j N , Sousa and Wolsey [SW92] showed
that equality holds.

Theorem 3.1. [SW92] If T % j N p j pmax, then dim TI nT % j N p j.

Proof. We include a proof because it is simpler than the original one. We show that the equations (3.1)
define a minimal equation system for TI. Our proof generalizes the one of Crama and Spieksma [CS95]
which is restricted to jobs with identical processing times. We already mentioned that system (3.1) is
valid for TI and that its matrix has full row rank. Thus, it remains to be shown that for any equation

n

%
k 1

T pk 1

%
s 1

*ks xks ' (3.6)

satisfied by all feasible schedules there exists ( N such that (k *ks for all s 1 T pk 1.
Let j be a job and t 1 T pj a time period. Because of the assumption on T there exists
a feasible schedule x such that xjt 1 and xks 0 for all jobs k N j and all time periods s
t t 1 t pj . Let x be the schedule with all jobs in the same position as in x but with job j
starting in period t 1. Observe that x is also feasible. Therefore, we obtain

0 ' '
n

%
k 1

T pk 1

%
s 1

*ks xks
n

%
k 1

T pk 1

%
s 1

*ks xks * jt * j t 1

With (k : *k1 equation (3.6) is a linear combination of the equations in (3.1).
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A slight modification of this proof (see, e. g., [Sch96a]) shows that all nonnegativity constraints
(3.3) induce facets of TI.

Theorem 3.2. If T % j N p j pmax, then the inequalities xjt 0 define facets of T I, for all j 1 n
and all t 1 T pj 1.

In a similar way one can show that all the inequalities (3.2) define facets of TI (see Crama and
Spieksma [CS95] for the restriction to identical processing times).

3.3 More Valid Inequalities

After providing an initial valid (integer) formulation of the considered problem, the next task is to find
inequalities valid for the time–indexed polytope TI which strengthen the initial linear relaxation and
therefore can contribute to a better lower bound for the original scheduling problem. Fix a job j and
a time period t, and define pjmax : maxk j pk . If we choose + 2 pjmax , it follows from the
restriction that jobs are not allowed to overlap, that no job k j can be started in one of the periods
t pk + t when the processing of job j starts in one of the periods t pj 1 t + 1. On
the other hand, no two jobs k and different from j can be started simultaneously in one of the periods
t pk + t and t p + t, respectively. Thus, we have established the following observation.

Lemma 3.3. [SW92] Let j be a job, t a time period, and + 2 pjmax . Then the inequality

t + 1

%
s t pj 1

x js
n

%
k 1
k j

t

%
s t pk +

xks 1 (3.7)

is valid for the time–indexed polytope TI.

Observe that these inequalities are not implied by the system (3.1) – (3.3), except for + 1 in which
case we get back inequalities (3.2). Sousa and Wolsey [SW92] derived this class of inequalities by ap-
plying a more general technique. Their idea is to sum up all the inequalities in the initial formulation,
here inequalities (3.2), where the inequalities get a certain nonnegative weight. The polytope defined
as the integral hull of the nonnegativity constraints, the aggregated constraint and the equation system
is not only a relaxation of the original one (TI) but has also a special structure. It is defined by one
knapsack constraint and generalized upper bound (GUB) constraints, i. e. the binary variables are par-
titioned into subsets (associated with each job) for which at most one variable can have value 1. Any
inequality valid for this polytope is also valid for the original one, in particular GUB–cover inequalities
(cf. [SW92, Wol90b]). In essentially this way Sousa and Wolsey obtained two more classes of valid
inequalities for TI (see [SW92] for a detailed description of these inequalities). But in contrast to the
family of inequalities (3.7) those are in general not very strong [AHS93]. If the time horizon T is large
enough, Sousa and Wolsey established the facet defining property for inequalities (3.7). Van den Akker,
van Hoesel and Savelsbergh [AHS93] showed that these inequalities together with the inequalities (3.2)
provide (in a certain sense) all facet defining inequalities of TI that have integral coefficients and right–
hand side 1. (Crama and Spieksma [CS95] derived the same result for the special case of identical jobs.)
In fact, van den Akker, van Hoesel and Savelsbergh consider the convex hull of characteristic vectors of
partial schedules where the constraint that each job has to be executed exactly once is replaced by the
constraint that each job has to be executed at most once. We call this polytope the extended submissive
of TI and denote it by TIe . An initial valid formulation whose integral hull is TIe is given by

T pj 1

%
t 1

x jt 1 for j 1 n (3.8)
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together with (3.2) and (3.3).
The extended submissive of the time–indexed polytope TI has the technical advantage to be full–

dimensional. In particular, the origin and all unit vectors belong to TIe . However, TIe cannot replace
TI for the purpose of optimization but can be helpful for the investigation of the facial structure of TI.
To give an example, observe that it is quite easy to find% j T p j 1 linearly independent points in
TIe satisfying inequality (3.7) with equality. That is, (3.7) defines a facet of the extended submissive
of TI. Notice that TI TIe x : %T pj 1

t 1 x jt 1 for j 1 n implies that a complete list of
inequalities defining facets of TIe contains for each facet of TI itself an inducing inequality.

In order to describe their result mentioned above more detailed we adopt some notation from van
den Akker, van Hoesel and Savelsbergh [AHS93]. We denote by V the support of a valid inequality
for esub TI , and by Vj the set of those time periods t with j t V . Furthermore, let lj : min t :
t p j 1 Vj and uj : max t : t Vj , and let l (u) be the minimum (maximum) over all lj (uj).
Finally, the interval s t stands for the set of time periods s 1 t .

A 0 1 polytope P is called down–monotone if P conv S for some set S 0 1 n such that
x y S and x 0 1 n imply x S. Since TIe is a full–dimensional down–monotone 0 1 polytope,
it follows from a result of Hammer, Johnson and Peled [HJP75] that the nonnegativity constraints are
the only facet defining inequalities with right–hand side 0, and that any other facet inducing inequality
ax ' with integral coefficients ajt satisfies ' 0 and ajt 0 1 ' . In particular, we know
that any inequality that is facet defining for TIe , that has integral coefficients, and that has right–hand
side 1 is of the form x V 1. Van den Akker, van Hoesel and Savelsbergh gave a more precise
characterization.

Theorem 3.4. [AHS93] An inequality x V 1 which defines a facet of T Ie has the following struc-
ture:

V1 l p1 u
Vj u pj l j 2 n

where l l1 u1 u.

Theorem 3.4 states in particular that all the sets Vj are (possibly empty) intervals. Since each facet
inducing inequality x V 1 is maximal in the sense that there does not exist any W V such that
x W 1 is valid, it is quite easy to observe that all facet inducing inequalities for TIe with right–
hand side 1 are given by (3.7), (3.8), and (3.2). Thus, we can conclude that all inequalities that define
facets of TI, that have integral coefficients and right–hand side 1, and that are also valid for TIe are
contained in the classes (3.2) and (3.7). Van den Akker, van Hoesel and Savelsbergh [AHS93] derive
also characterizations of inequalities that define facets of TIe and have right–hand side 2.

3.4 Computational Experiences

Sousa and Wolsey [SW92] as well as Crama and Spieksma [CS95] report on first computational ex-
periences with a branch&cut algorithm based on the inequalities they derived. Both authors studied
randomly generated instances with different objective function types. Since they do not present any el-
egant separation procedure, we omit the details of their algorithms. But we want to mention a technique
which is useful in any branch&cut algorithm but almost essential when dealing with a polytope in a
such high–dimensional space like TI. Using a good upper bound U on the optimal objective function
value which can be derived from a primal heuristic, some nonbasic variables of the current LP solution
that are either on their lower bound 0 or on their upper bound 1 can be fixed forever at this bound. Let
L be the objective function value of the current LP solution. If xjt is nonbasic and has reduced cost cjt ,
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we can fix xjt to zero if xjt 0 and cjt U L, and we can fix xjt to one if xjt 1 and cjt L U .
Using this technique in order to reduce the number of variables, Sousa and Wolsey as well as Crama
and Spieksma are able to solve problem instances with up to 30 jobs and with pmax 5.

Because of the major drawback of the time–indexed approach, namely the large number of variables
as well as the large number of initial constraints that lead immediately to large memory requirements
and computation times, van den Akker [Akk94] applied Dantzig–Wolfe decomposition [DW60] in order
to solve the initial LP–relaxation by column generation. If we denote the polytope defined by the
inequalities (3.2) and the nonnegativity constraints (3.3) by PS the initial LP–relaxation can be viewed
as:

minimize
n

%
j 1

T pj 1

%
t 1

c jtx jt

subject to
T pj 1

%
t 1

x jt 1 j 1 n

x PS

Van den Akker observed that the polytope PS is integral since the constraint matrix belonging to
the inequalities (3.2) is an interval matrix and therefore totally unimodular. The vertices of PS are
“schedules”, van den Akker called them pseudo–schedules where each job can be assigned to less than,
to more than, or to exactly one starting time. But the machine does never execute more than one job at
a time. If x1 x2 xK are the extreme points of PS, each x PS can be written as x %K

r 1(rxr where
%K
r 1(r 1 and (r 0. Replacing x in the above formulation by this expression we obtain the initial
LP–relaxation in its master form:

minimize
K

%
r 1

n

%
j 1

T pj 1

%
t 1

c jtxrjt (r

subject to
K

%
r 1

T pj 1

%
t 1

xrjt (r 1 j 1 n

K

%
r 1

(r 1

(r 0 r 1 K

This master problem has only n 1 constraints but involves in general a huge number of variables.
If we are able to solve the pricing problem quite efficiently, this does not matter since a basis contains
only n 1 variables. The pricing problem is to determine a column with negative reduced cost, if one
exists, or to find out that this is not the case. That is, the pricing problem is the separation problem
for the dual LP. Van den Akker observed that in our case the pricing problem can be solved in time
O nT by determining a shortest path from the source to the target in the acyclic network associated
with the above mentioned interval matrix supplemented by T unit columns which encode the associated
tree of this network matrix (cf. Schrijver [Sch86] for a detailed discussion of network matrices). Notice
that there is an one–to–one correspondence between the source–target–paths in this network and the
pseudo–schedules. Van den Akker reports on the solution of instances of the LP–relaxation with up to
30 jobs and pmax 100 using column generation. She also shows that in this case it is easy to combine
column with row generation (see [BJN 94] for a general treatment of this topic). Since facet inducing
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inequalities with right–hand side 1 or 2 are formulated in the original variables, they only influence the
objective in the pricing problem but not its structure. Her algorithm based on row and column generation
works for problems ranging in size from 20 to 30 jobs with pj 50 and pj 30, respectively.

If the overall solution of the column generation algorithm is fractional one has to proceed with
branch&bound to end up with an optimal solution for the scheduling problem. The idea is to han-
dle the obtained subproblems in the same way as the root problem. Thus, altogether this leads to
a branch&price algorithm. See Barnhart et al. [BJN 94] for a general survey of branch&price, and
Desrosiers et al. [DDSS94] for applications of branch&price in time constrained routing and schedul-
ing.

3.5 Relations to the Generalized Permutahedron

The time–indexed variables studied in this section allow, in particular, an integer linear programming
formulation of the nonpreemptive single machine problem with the objective to minimize the weighted
sum of completion times% j w jCj. Since we studied this problem in Section 2 above in terms of natural
date variables, it is natural to consider relationships between the associated polyhedra. It is obvious
that, if T p N , the generalized permutahedron Bn is the affine image of the time–indexed polytope
TI under the mapping

Cj

T pj 1

%
t 1

t 1 xjt p j j 1 n (3.9)

It is less obvious that the generalized permutahedron is also the affine image of the relaxation of TI
that is defined by (3.1) – (3.3) under the same mapping. The observation needed to verify this claim is
stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.5. [Sou89] For 1 %wjCj and nonnegative weights wj, the value of an optimal solution to
the linear relaxation (3.1) – (3.3) with objective function%nj 1wj %

T pj 1
t 1 t 1 xjt p j is equal to

the value of an optimal schedule.

This result was also proved by Van den Akker [Akk94] and by Chan et al. [CMSL96].
Lemma 3.5 implies that each point C defined by (3.9) where x is a solution to (3.1) – (3.3) satisfies

the parallel inequalities (2.2). Consequently, we can draw the following conclusion.

Theorem 3.6. For T p N , the generalized permutahedron Bn is precisely the image of the polytope
defined by (3.1) – (3.3) under the affine mapping given by (3.9). For T ,, the dominant Pn of the
generalized permutahedron is precisely the image of the polytope defined by (3.1) – (3.3) under the
affine mapping given by (3.9).

Proof. Assume first that T p N . Theorem 2.4 states that Bn is completely described by the parallel
inequalities (2.2) and equation (2.3). It follows from Lemma 3.5 that the image of a solution to (3.1)
– (3.3) under the mapping (3.9) satisfies the parallel inequalities. To show that equation (2.3) is also
satisfied we argue as follows.
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First, we rewrite the expression for Cj using equation (3.1) and xj T pj 2 x jT 0:

Cj

p N

%
t 1

t 1 xjt p j

p N

%
t 1

t 1 xjt p j
p N

%
t 1

x jt 1 2 pj 1 1
2
pj p j 1

1
pj

p j
p N

%
t 1

t 1 xjt
p N

%
t 1

x jt 1 2 pj 1 1
2
pj p j 1 pj

1
pj

p N

%
t 1

x jt t 1 t t pj 2
1
2
pj p j 1 pj

1
pj

p N

%
t 1

t 1
t

%
s t pj 1

x js
1
2
pj p j 1 pj

Then, we use this new expression to obtain

%
j N

p jCj %
j N

p N

%
t 1

t 1
t

%
s t pj 1

x js
1
2
pj p j 1 p2 N

p N

%
t 1

t 1 %
j N

t

%
s t pj 1

x js
1
2
p2 N

1
2
p N

1
2
p N p N 1

1
2
p2 N

1
2
p N

1
2
p N 2 1

2
p2 N

where we used (3.2) in equation form for the last but one equality.
The claim for T , follows directly from Lemma 3.5 since Pn is completely described by the

parallel inequalities (2.2).

Corollary 3.6 generalizes the well–known fact that the permutahedron is an affine image of the
assignment polytope.

From Corollary 3.6 we can conclude that the value obtained by optimizing the weighted sum of
completion times over the relaxation of TI defined by (3.1) – (3.3) where T p N is equal to the
optimal value, even if we do not impose any restriction on the weights. The following example shows,
however, that this relaxation of the time–indexed polytope has in general optimal vertices that are frac-
tional.

Example 3.7. Consider an instance with three jobs such that p1 2, p2 2, p3 3, and w1 2,
w2 2, and w3 3. Since we are concerned with minimizing the total weighted completion time each
sequence is optimal and has value 33. Observe that x11 x13 x24 x26 x31 x35 1

2 defines a
feasible solution to (3.1) – (3.3) which has objective function value 33, too. Routine calculations show
that x is a vertex of the polytope defined by (3.1) – (3.3). In fact, if we change the objective function
by adding a big–M to the coefficients associated with the job–time pairs 1 4 , 1 6 , 2 1 , 2 3 , and
3 3 we already see that x has better objective function value than all feasible schedules.

Van den Akker [Akk94] shows that for unit weights, i. e., wj 1 for all jobs j, the set of optimal
solutions to the LP relaxation (3.1) – (3.3) is a face of the time–indexed polytope TI, that is, all optimal
extreme points of the time-indexed formulation are integral.
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We mentioned above that release dates can be taken care of in the time–indexed formulation by
fixing certain variables to zero. This has the following implication.

Lemma 3.8. Let x be a solution to the linear relaxation (3.1) – (3.3) of the single machine scheduling
problem and assume that xj1 x jr j 0, for some job j and its release date rj. Then the point C
defined by (3.9) satisfies all parallel inequalities and, in addition, Cj r j p j.

Proof. The fixing of variables implies

Cj

T pj 1

%
t 1

t 1 xjt p j
T pj 1

%
t r j 1

t 1 xjt p j r j
T pj 1

%
t r j 1

x jt p j r j p j

where we used (3.1) for the last equality.

Let us rest for a moment on the strongly NP–hard problem to minimize the total weighted comple-
tion time on a single machine subject to release dates, i. e., 1 rj %wjCj. We have two different linear
programming relaxations at the hand. There is the relaxation in completion time variables given by the
parallel inequalities (2.2) andCj r j p j for all j N on one side, and the relaxation in time–indexed
variables given by (3.1) – (3.3) and the fixing of variables on the other side. Whereas the formulation
in completion time variables relies on a separation routine the time–indexed formulation suffers from
the large number of variables. Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.8 imply that the lower bound obtained from
the time–indexed formulation is at least as good as the one obtained from the formulation in comple-
tion time variables. However, as we already observed in Subsection 2.5 we may strengthen the parallel
inequalities by “shifting” the entire schedule by the smallest release date of some subset of jobs. That
is, the following inequalities are valid:

%
j S

p jCj rmin S %
j S

p j
1
2 %

j S
p2j %

j S
p j

2 for all S N (3.10)

The separation problem associated with the class of inequalities (3.10) can be solved in polynomial time,
see [QS95] for details. Moreover, recently Goemans [Goe96] pointed out that the polyhedron defined
by the inequalities (3.10) is a supermodular polyhedron. Hence, the lower bound can be computed
directly. Goemans also showed that the lower bound obtained in this way coincides exactly with the
lower bound obtained from solving the following relaxation:

minimize
n

%
j 1

wjCj

subject to
n

%
j 1

y jt 1 t 0 1 T

T

%
t 0

y jt p j j 1 n (3.11)

pj
2

1
pj

T

%
t 0

t
1
2
y jt Cj j 1 n

y jt 0 j 1 n t rj r j 1 T

The time–indexed variables y have the meaning yjt 1 if job j is being processed in the time period
t t 1 and yjt 0, otherwise. Quite interestingly, Dyer and Wolsey [DW90] observed that the lower
bound obtained from solving the latter relaxation (or equivalently, the one defined by the shifted parallel
inequalities) is at most as strong as the one obtained from solving (3.1) – (3.3) when release dates
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are taken into account by fixing variables. Consequently, the latter relaxation is the best known for
1 r j %wjCj in terms of the quality of bounds but it is not of polynomial size. Note that Proposition 2.12
implies that all these relaxations are 3-relaxations.

Finally, we discuss the case in which jobs are not independent. If there are precedence constraints,
each feasible solution x to the LP relaxation (3.1) – (3.3) which satisfies in addition the inequalities
(3.4) also satisfies the simple precedence inequalities in terms of completion time variables.

Lemma 3.9. Assume that job j has to precede job k in every feasible schedule. Let x be a point con-
tained in the polytope defined by the linear system (3.1) – (3.4). Moreover, assume that xj T pj pk 2

x jT 0 and xk1 xkpj 0. Then, the point C N defined by (3.9) satisfies Ck Cj pk.

Proof. We may write the difference Ck Cj as follows:

Ck Cj

T pk 1

%
t p j 1

t 1 xkt
T pj pk 1

%
t 1

t 1 xjt pk p j

T pk 1

%
t p j 1

t 1 xkt t p j 1 x j t pj pk p j

T pk 1

%
t p j 1

pjxkt
T pk 1

%
t p j 1

t p j 1 xkt x j t pj pk p j

pk
T pk 1

%
t p j 1

t p j 1 xkt x j t pj

where we used equation (3.1) for the last equality. To show that the last expression%T pk 1
t p j 1 t p j

1 xkt x j t pj is nonnegative, we proceed as follows. We start backwards. From xk T pk 1

%T pk 1
t p j 1 xkt %T pk

t pj 1 xkt and xj T pj pk 1 %
T pj pk 1
s 1 x js %

T pj pk
s 1 x js together with equation

(3.1) and inequality (3.4) follows that xk T pk 1 x j T pj pk 1 . Hence, we may keep the last sum-
mand T pk p j xk T pk 1 x j T pj pk 1 in the considered expression as a credit for forthcom-
ing terms. Now, we are interested in the last but one summand. Again, from (3.1) and (3.4) follows
xk T pk xk T pk 1 x j T pj pk 1 x j T pj pk . Consequently, the sum of the last two summands
of the considered expression is nonnegative. By continuing in the same manner,%T pk 1

t p j 1 t p j
1 xkt x j t pj 0 follows.

Corollary 2.14 shows that the time-indexed relaxation of 1 rj prec %wjCj is again a 3-relaxation.

3.6 Identical Parallel Machines

The approach of using time–indexed variables also enables us to formulate scheduling problems that
involve more than just one machine as an integer linear programming problem. For example, if we are
given m identical parallel machines (instead of a single machine) on each of which every job can be
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processed, the following straightforward formulation is valid:

minimize
n

%
j 1

T pj 1

%
t 1

c jtx jt

subject to
T pj 1

%
t 1

x jt 1 j 1 n (3.12)

n

%
j 1

t

%
s t pj 1

x js m t 1 T (3.13)

x jt 0 1 j 1 n t 1 T pj 1 (3.14)

where xjt is defined exactly as before. Note that, in this formulation, we do not specify the assignment
of jobs to the parallel machines.

This formulation has a nice scaling property, which we now define in a fairly general context.
Consider an n-job, m-machine instance of a scheduling problem, and a relaxation R : zR min dy :
y Y , where y is a vector of variables, Y is a corresponding feasible set, and d defines a linear objective
function. By “relaxation”, we mean that zR is a lower bound on the optimal value of the given scheduling
problem. Let y Y be a rational feasible solution, and M an integer such that My is integral. Now,
consider the Mn-job, Mm-machine multiplied instance obtained by making M identical copies of each
original job andM identical parallel copies of each original machine. We say that the relaxation R has
the scaling property if My defines a feasible schedule with value Mdy for the multiplied instance.

To verify that the time-indexed formulation (3.12) – (3.14) has this scaling property, consider any
rational solution x to its LP relaxation, and let M be the least common multiple of all the denominators
in x. Then solution Mx defines a schedule for the multiplied instance, where to every fractional com-
ponent xjt µ

M of x we associate µ copies of job j, which start in period t on µ parallel machines. It is
then easily verified that this schedule is feasible for the multiplied instance and has value Mcx.

The scaling property is used by van den Akker [Akk94] and by Schulz [Sch96a] to show that the
LP relaxation to the time-indexed formulation (3.12) – (3.14) solves the unit–weight problems 1 %Cj

and P %Cj, respectively, and by Chan et al. [CMSL96] to analyze the optimality gap for a different
relaxation to P %wjCj. Our presentation below uses the general framework introduced by Chan et al.

A Parameter List Scheduling Heuristic (PLSH) is a scheduling method for a parallel machine prob-
lem, whereby an index is computed for each job on the basis of its parameters (e.g., processing time pj,
weight wj) only; the jobs are then sequenced in nondecreasing (or nonincreasing) order of this index,
by assigning the next job to the machine that becomes first available. Classic examples of PLSH’s are
the Shortest Processing Time, or SPT rule (whereby the jobs are sequenced in nondecreasing order of
their processing times) and the Weighted Shortest Processing Time, or WSPT rule (whereby the jobs
are sequenced in nondecreasing order of their weight to processing times ratios wj p j). In a multiplied
instance of P %wjCj, as defined above, we may assume that a PLSH will sequence all M copies of a
same job consecutively, and will assign them to theM copies of a same machine. Letting zH and zHM de-
note the objective value of the resulting solutions in the original and multiplied instances, respectively,
we have zHM MzH . Finally we say that a heuristic H is an *–approximation if, for all instances, the
value zH of the solution it produces is no worse than * times the optimal value z .

Lemma 3.10. If R is a relaxation to a scheduling problem and has the scaling property, and if there
exists an *–approximation Parameter List Scheduling Heuristic for this scheduling problem, then zR
1
*z , where * 1 and z denotes the optimal value of the scheduling problem.
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Proof. Let xR denote an optimal solution to relaxation R with value zR dxR. Using the scaling
property of R , let zRM MzR denote the value of the corresponding feasible schedule in the multiplied
instance, where M is an appropriate scaling parameter. We have

Mz MzH zHM *zM *zRM *MzR

where the first and last inequalities follow from comparing an optimal value with that of a feasible
solution, and the second inequality from the *–approximation property applied to the multiplied in-
stance.

Using the fact that the SPT rule is optimal (i.e., * 1) for the unit–weight problem P %Cj (see
[LLRKS93] for references), we obtain:

Corollary 3.11. [Sch96a] The optimal value of the parallel machine, total completion time problem
P %Cj coincides with the optimal value of the LP relaxation to the time-indexed formulation (3.12) –
(3.14).

As mentioned earlier, the special case of Corollary 3.11 for a single machine is due to Van den
Akker [Akk94]. Turning now to general weights, we may use the WSPT heuristic (whereby jobs are
sorted in nonincreasing order of their wj p j ratios), which Kawaguchi and Kyan [KK86] show to be a
2 1
2 –approximation heuristic for parallel machines:

Corollary 3.12. [CMSL96] The optimal objective value of the LP relaxation to the time-indexed for-
mulation (3.12) – (3.14) for P %wjCj is within a factor of at least 2

2 1 0 828 of the optimum.

Chan et al. show corresponding results for a set partitioning formulation, and also consider some
nonlinear convex objective functions. In addition, they show that the optimal value of the LP relaxation
to time-indexed formulation (3.12) – (3.14) for P %wjCj equals that of another, slightly weaker, set
partitioning formulation, and that the latter is asymptotically optimal when the job weights and pro-
cessing times wj p j form a random sample from a (joint) probability distribution W P , under the
mild technical assumption that the expected value of the productWP is finite. Note that this latter result
applies to a common method of generating instances for computational experiments, and explains the
very small optimality gaps observed in [CP95] and [AHV].

3.7 Additional Notes and References

In an open shop, each job must visit all the m machines, but the order of these visits is not specified
in advance. We may think of job j as consisting of m operations j1 j2 jm with processing times
pj1 pj2 pjm associated with machines 1 2 m, respectively. Thus, we have the same problem as
discussed above with operations instead of jobs and the additional constraint that operations belonging
to the same job must not overlap. Each solution to the following system is the incidence vector of a
feasible schedule:

T

%
t 1

x ji t 1 j 1 n i 1 m (3.15)

n

%
j 1

t

%
s t pji 1

x ji s 1 t 1 T i 1 m (3.16)

m

%
i 1

t

%
s t pji 1

x ji s 1 t 1 T j 1 n (3.17)

x ji t 0 1 j 1 n i 1 m t 1 T (3.18)
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This formulation naturally emphasizes the symmetric structure of the open shop problem: we may
interchange jobs and machines. However, if the order in which the operations of a job have to pass
through the machines is prescribed, we lose that symmetry but are still able to model this job shop
problem by replacing the inequalities (3.17) by the following precedence constraints

%
t
t 1 xj- j i 1 t %

t
t 1 xj- j i t p j- i j 1 n i 1 m 1

when the linear ordering -j represents the specified order of the operations of job j.
So far, the polyhedral structure of the convex hull of the integer solutions of such multiple machine
formulations has not been investigated.

We finally come back to the single machine problem. If one deals with a regular performance
measure, and if in addition all jobs have the same release time, it is known for a long time [CMM67]
that there exists an optimal schedule without induced machine idle time. This implies that the overall
completion time is equal to p N . We pointed out that in this case the inequalities (3.2) of the initial
formulation can be turned into equations. And we used this in the proof of Theorem 3.6. However, most
of the other results for the polytope TI itself were obtained under the assumption that the time horizon T
exceeds p N sufficiently. This assumption is acceptable for optimization, but only theoretically. When
implementing a branch&cut procedure based on this time–indexed formulation one wishes to use the
smallest possible value for T , namely T p N and to use inequalities which are strong in this case.
Therefore, a thorough investigation of TI in this case might be worth doing.

In their work on approximation algorithms for single machine scheduling problems, Hall, Shmoys,
and Wein [HSW96] (see also [HSSW96]) had a nice idea to overcome the difficulty with the exponential
number of time–indexed variables. They subdivide the time horizon at geometrically increasing points
so that one can focus on jobs completing within intervals, rather than at specific times. Since the
completion and the start time of each interval have a bounded ratio, one can assign a job to complete
within an interval without too much concern about when within the interval it actually completes. For
an arbitrarily small positive constant . let "0 1 and " 1 . 1. The single machine relaxation is
then:

min %n
j 1wj%L

1 " 1x j
s. t. %L

1 x j 1 for all j
x j 0 if " r j p j

%s 1 x js %s 1 xks 0 if j k A for all
%s 1%

n
j 1 pjx jk " for all

x j 0
Notice that here xj 1 means that job j completes in the -th interval. One unusual aspect of this
formulation is that it is the linear relaxation of an integer program that is, itself, a relaxation of the
original problem.

After the discussion of the polyhedral approach to scheduling using xjt–variables one may think of
other variables also indexed by pairs j t but with a different meaning. Almost completely analogous
to the xjt–variables are variables that have value 1 if job j is completed at time t and value 0, otherwise.
Lawler [Law64] used those variables to obtain an assignment formulation for the scheduling problem on
m identical and parallel machines, and jobs with identical processing times. If we change this problem
by allowing for arbitrary integer processing times and preemption, we know that it is enough to permit
splitting of a job j in maximal pj time units. Again Lawler [Law64] observed that this problem can be
modeled using the following time–indexed variables:

y jt
1 if one unit of job j is assigned to period t;
0 otherwise
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The formulation is

%
t
y jt p j j N

%
j
y jt m for all t

y jt 0 1

Since this is an assignment problem, each of the extreme points of its linear programming relaxation
is integral.

4 Linear Ordering Variables

In many machine scheduling problems the set of feasible solutions can be considered as (a subset of) the
set of permutations, or linear orderings of the job set N. Hence one possibility for describing the feasible
solutions is to use variables that characterize linear orderings. In this section, we investigate and review
formulations that use 0 1 variables !)jk for pairs of jobs j k N, and permutations ) : N 1 n
with the meaning

!)jk
1 if j precedes k in );
0 otherwise

4.1 The Linear Ordering Polytope

The convex hull of all linear orderings described by these !–incidence vectors is known as the linear
ordering polytope PLO. This polytope has been studied since 1953, and seems to belong to the best
understood class of polyhedra associated with hard combinatorial optimization problems, see Fishburn
[Fis92] for an overview. Because the linear ordering problem (given weights cjk for all j k N j
k, find a linear ordering ) that minimizes % j k j k c jk!)jk) is NP–hard, it may be difficult to obtain a
complete description of PLO in terms of linear equations and inequalities. However, many classes of
facet inducing inequalities are known (see, e. g., [GJR85, Fis92]). An initial formulation, the integer
solutions of which are exactly the incidence vectors of linear orderings, is given by

! jk !k j 1 for 1 j k n (4.1)
! jk !k ! j 1 for j k N j k j (4.2)

! jk 0 for j k N j k (4.3)

where constraints (4.2) are known as transitivity constraints (or as triangle constraints when stated in
the equivalent form !jk !k ! j 2).

The nonpreemptive single machine scheduling problem to minimize the weighted sum of comple-
tion times, 1 %wjCj, can be modeled as a linear program on PLO. This is due to the fact that given a
permutation via its incidence vector !, the completion time of job j in the corresponding tight permuta-
tion schedule (without idle time) is given by

Cj %
k N
k j

pk!k j p j (4.4)

The objective function then becomes

%
j N

w jCj %
j k N
k j

w j pk!k j %
j N

w j p j (4.5)
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as was already observed by Potts [Pot80]. Notice that the cost coefficients have a very special structure.
For the sequencing problem itself, without any other restrictions, Peters [Pet88] as well as Nemhauser
and Savelsbergh [NS92] showed, using Smith’s rule [Smi56] and linear programming duality, that we
may drop the integrality as well as the transitivity constraints (4.2). Then the optimal objective value
of the linear program with objective function (4.5) and constraints (4.1) and (4.3) equals the value of
a minimum weight schedule. We now present an even simpler derivation of this result, which implies
Smith’s rule. First, we drop half of the variables !jk by use of (4.1), keeping only those with j k, and
also drop the transitivity constraints (4.2), to obtain the relaxation

minimize %
1 j k n

wkp j w jpk ! jk %
1 j k n

w j pk %
j N

w j p j

subject to 0 !jk 1 for 1 j k n

Since minimizing%1 j k n wkp j w jpk ! jk over the hypercube in n n 1 2 is easy, we obtain

! jk
1 if wj p j wk pk
0 otherwise

as an optimal solution (breaking ties consistently with the transitivity constraints (4.2)). Notice that this
solution is the characteristic vector of a linear ordering. This observation implies Smith’s rule. This
result also implies that each vectorC defined by (4.4) where ! is a solution to (4.1) and (4.3) (without the
transitivity constraints) satisfies the parallel inequalities (2.2). Moreover, it also satisfies equation (2.3).
We combine these observations in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let Bn denote the convex hull of feasible completion time vectors (see Section 2.2). Then,
the generalized permutahedron Bn is an affine image of

(a) the hypercube in n n 1 2;

(b) the polytope defined by the constraints (4.1) and (4.3);

(c) the polytope defined by the system (4.1) – (4.3);

(d) the linear ordering polytope PLO.

Proof. The affine mapping L : n n 1 n to consider for (b), (c), and (d) is given by (4.4) (for (a) a
straightforward adaptation works). Whereas the inclusion Bn L PLO is obvious, the other inclusions
follow from our observations above and Theorem 2.4.

4.2 The Linear Extension Polytope

In the presence of precedence constraints several permutations turn out to be infeasible. The linear
extension polytope PLO D is the convex hull of all !)–vectors where ) are the linear extensions of the
given poset D N A . Equivalently, PLO D is the integral hull of the polytope defined by the following
linear system.

! jk !k j 1 for 1 j k n with j k (4.6)
! jk !k ! j 1 for j k N with j k j (4.7)

! jk 0 for j k N with j k (4.8)
! jk 1 for j k N with j k A (4.9)
! jk 0 for j k N with k j A (4.10)
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Here j k means that the ordering relation between j and k is not determined in advance. The following
lemma and its proof extend the analogous ones for the linear ordering polytope due to Grötschel, Jünger,
and Reinelt [GJR85].

Lemma 4.2. Let D N A be a poset. Then the equations (4.6), (4.9), and (4.10) form a minimal
linear equation system defining the affine hull of PLO D .

Proof. Let d! d0 be an arbitrary equation that is satisfied by all linear extensions of D. Observe that
we only have to show that djk dk j for all j k. If j k, there exists a linear extension ) of D with
) k ) j 1. Then ) which arises from ) by letting ) j : ) k , ) k : ) j , and ) : ) ,
otherwise, is also a linear extension ofD. Thus, we conclude that 0 d!) d!) djk dk j . Finally, the
minimality of this system follows from the fact that every variable appears in exactly one equation.

Maybe surprisingly, the fixing (4.9) and (4.10) of the variables enforcing the precedence constraints
ensures a bound on the objective function value of an instance of 1 prec%wjCj that is at least as good
as the one obtained by using the natural date approach, including all parallel and all series inequalities.
This is based on the following observation.

Lemma 4.3. Each vector C defined by (4.4), where ! is a solution to (4.6) – (4.10) satisfies the series
inequalities (2.20).

For a proof, the reader is referred to [Sch96a].
An interesting consequence of Lemma 4.3 is that we can optimize in polynomial time over a poly-

tope, namely the affine image of the one defined by (4.6) – (4.10), that approximates the generalized
permutahedron Bn D at least as well as the polytope defined by equation (2.3), by all parallel inequal-
ities (2.2) and by all series inequalities (2.20). Recall that no separation algorithm is known for the
class of series inequalities. Lemma 4.3, however, implies that the series inequalities are contained in
a class of inequalities that (by linear programming duality) can be separated in polynomial time. We
summarize the implications of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4.

(a) If the precedence relation D is series–parallel, Bn D is precisely the image of the polytope
defined by (4.6) – (4.10) under the affine mapping (4.4).

(b) If D is series–parallel, then

min %
j k N
j k

w j pk!k j : ! satisfies (4.6) – (4.10) min %
j k N
j k

w j pk!k j : ! PLO D

(c) There exists a polynomial time algorithm that, for any poset D N A , and for any point C N ,
either asserts that C satisfies all parallel and series inequalities, or finds an inequality violated
by C from a class of valid inequalities that contains the parallel and series inequalities that define
facets of Bn D .

(d) For any poset D, the image of (4.6) – (4.10) under the affine mapping (4.4) is contained in the
polytope defined by the parallel and the series inequalities.
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Proof. (a) Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 state that the image of any feasible solution to (4.6) – (4.10)
under the affine mapping (4.4) satisfies the parallel and series inequalities and equation (2.3). Theo-
rem 2.11 implies that this image therefore is contained in Bn D . The other inclusion is trivial. State-
ment (b) follows immediately from (a). Since system (4.6) – (4.10) is of polynomial size, it follows
from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 that we can optimize over a polytope in polynomial time that ap-
proximates Bn D as least as well as the one defined by all parallel and all series inequalities. Since
optimization and separation are equivalent with respect to polynomial time solvability [GLS88], it fol-
lows that we can solve the separation problem associated with a polytope that is contained in the one
defined by all parallel and series inequalities in polynomial time. Observe that the parallel and series
inequalities that define facets of Bn D also define facets of this polytope. In other words, the facet
defining parallel and series inequalities are contained in a class of inequalities that can be separated in
polynomial time. This shows (c). The last claim (d) again follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and
Lemma 4.3.

Thus, in case of series–parallel precedence constraints we have two different LP formulations of
the sequencing problem with weighted sum of completion time objective, namely the natural date one
and the one in linear ordering variables. Each vertex of the generalized permutahedron Bn D is indeed
the completion time vector of a feasible schedule whereas the linear extension polytope PLO D may
have optimal non–integer vertices. For example, without precedence constraints and in the case of unit
weights and unit processing times, i.e., wj p j 1 for all j, every feasible solution to (4.1) – (4.3) is
optimal with respect to the objective function (4.5), as follows directly from adding all equations (4.1).
However, the system (4.1) – (4.3) is not sufficient to describe the linear ordering polytope PLO.

Wolsey [Wol90a] studied formulations of the single machine problem with precedence constraints
in the C ! –space. He derived a class of O n2 inequalities that can replace the transitivity constraints
in the series–parallel case. If j k A, a straightforward way to connect the completion time variables
Cj and Ck with the linear ordering variables !jk is the nonlinear inequality

Ck Cj %
N j k

p ! j ! k pk (4.11)

Wolsey proposed the following linear relaxation of inequality (4.11):

Ck Cj pk %
S j P k

p %
S j P k

k

p ! k %
P k S j

j

p ! j (4.12)

where P k : N : k A and S j : N : j A denote the set of all predecessors
of job k and the set of all successors of job j with respect to D N A , respectively. He also showed
that the series inequalities (2.20) are dominated by a nonnegative combination of constraints of type
(4.1) and (4.12). This has two (related) consequences. First, the LP lower bound we obtain by using
the constraints (4.6), (4.8), (4.9), (4.10), and (4.12) as an LP relaxation for the scheduling problem with
arbitrary precedences, is at least as good as the one obtained by using the natural date relaxation with
all parallel inequalities (2.2) and all series inequalities (2.20). On the other hand, Theorem 2.11 implies
the following result.

Theorem 4.5. [Wol90a] If the precedence constraints D are series–parallel, the projection of Q :
C ! n n n 1 : C ! satisfies (4.4), (4.6), (4.8), (4.9), (4.10), and (4.12) into the C–space is

exactly the generalized permutahedron Bn D .

Note that there are O n2 constraints (4.12), as compared with O n3 transitivity constraints (4.7).
However, whereas formulation Q is the most compact known LP formulation of the sequencing problem
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1 prec %wjCj when the precedence order is series–parallel, it is in general not valid in the following
sense. A point C ! Q with ! 0 1 n n 1 defines not necessarily a schedule as shown by the
following example.

Example 4.6. Consider an instance of 1 prec %wjCj with five jobs that all have the same processing
time. Assume that job 1 has to precede job 3 and that job 2 is a predecessor of jobs 3 and 4. The point
defined by !12 !14 !35 0 and !13 !15 !23 !24 !25 !34 !45 1 satisfies (4.6), (4.8),
(4.9), (4.10), and (4.12) but violates the transitivity constraint !41 !13 !43 1.

Since inequalities (4.12) are implied by constraints (4.6) – (4.10), the latter formulation is superior
for general precedence constraints. The lower bounds obtained by using this formulation may be further
improved by implicitly adding known inequalities that define high–dimensional faces of the linear or-
dering polytope, e. g.,Möbius Ladder inequalities [GJR85] (see also [Sch96a]). On the other hand, the
natural date approach needs only n variables in comparison to O n2 linear ordering variables and we
may add the spider inequalities. Since the number of variables plays often a crucial role in branch&cut
algorithms, the natural date polyhedra may be preferable.

4.3 Release Dates

The single machine problem 1 rj %wjCj is strongly NP–hard [LRKB77], where we have replaced the
precedence constraints by release times rj at which job j becomes available for processing. Since the
introduction of release dates may force machine idle time, the weighted sum of completion times cannot
be modeled by linear ordering variables only. This is also different from the case of deadlines. Peters
[Pet88] studied the deadline problem from a polyhedral point of view, using both linear ordering and
starting time variables.

Dyer and Wolsey [DW90], Wolsey [Wol90a], and Nemhauser and Savelsbergh [NS92] deal with
the problem with release dates. They propose valid inequalities linking natural date and linear order-
ing variables, but none of these authors report solving problems with more than 30 jobs using these
inequalities in a branch&cut algorithm.

The idea of Dyer and Wolsey is to consider a hierarchy Rs 0 s n of relaxations of the original
problem. Here, relaxation Rs is obtained by combining enumeration of initial sequences of size s
with Smith’s rule. More precisely, for fixed s (0 s n) Rs is the problem to determine a sequence
consisting of s jobs out of the job set N such that the weighted sum of completion times is minimized if
the release dates of the chosen jobs are taken into account, and if the remaining n s jobs are sequenced
after in WSPT order (ignoring their release dates). Each of these problems can be formulated as a linear
program with n start time variables Sj, n n 1 linear ordering variables !jk, and s! initial sequence
variables y-, where y- 1 if the s–sequence - is sequenced first and y- 0, otherwise. Obviously, the
bound obtained by using Rs 1 is superior to the one obtained from Rs . Notice that R0 is precisely
the problem we obtain by disregarding all release dates (and therefore solved by Smith’s rule) whereas
Rn coincides with the original problem. For s 1, i. e. when only the release date of the first job in
the sequence is considered, the linear program describing R1 is given by
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%
j N

r jy j %
N k

p ! k Sk for k N

%
j N

y j 1

! jk y j 0 for all j k N j k (4.13)
! jk !k j 1 for 1 j k n

! n n 1 y n

Notice, that we use start time variables Sj instead of completion time variables. This does not make
a real difference since Cj S j p j, but may be more convenient for the reader when consulting the
original literature. LetQ1 denote the polyhedron in variables S ! y n n n 1 n that is defined
by system (4.13). Since we do not really need the y–variables (we just used them to derive easily a LP–
formulation of R1 ), it is a good idea to compute the projection of Q1 into the S ! –space. Dyer and
Wolsey showed that this projection is described by the following system.

r j %
N
r j r ! * %

N k
p ! k Sk for j k N and * N (4.14)

%
j N

! j * j 1 for * N

! jk !k j 1 for 1 j k n
! jk 0 for j k N j k

Here, A for A N stands for the set of all mappings * : A A with * j j for all j A, and
a max 0 a . We are not going to repeat the proof of this fact that is based as usually on determining
the extreme rays of the projection cone. But we give a straightforward explanation of the validity of
inequalities (4.14):

Sk %
N
r y %

N k
p ! k

r j %
N
y %

N
r j r y %

N k
p ! k

r j %
N
r j r y %

N k
p ! k

r j %
N
r j r y %

N k
p ! k

r j %
N
r j r ! * %

N k
p ! k

where we used % N y 1, r j r r j r , and y ! * to obtain the last three equalities
and inequalities, respectively. Dyer and Wolsey observed that inequalities (4.14) remain valid for every
feasible schedule of our original problem encoded in starting time and linear ordering variables, even if
we consider subsets of the job set N.
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Theorem 4.7. [DW90] The constraints

r j %
l A

r j rl !l * l %
l A k

pl!lk Sk for j k A N and * A (4.15)

Sj r j for j N (4.16)
! jk !k j 1 for 1 j k n (4.17)

! jk !kl ! jl 1 for j k l N j k l j (4.18)
! jk 0 1 for j k N j k (4.19)

give a valid formulation for the single machine scheduling problem with release dates.

The major disadvantage of Dyer and Wolsey’s mixed integer programming formulation is the huge
number of inequalities needed, in spite to n2 variables. Nemhauser and Savelsbergh [NS92] observed
that already the relaxation

Sk r j p j ! jk %
l j l k

pl ! jl !kl %
l j l k

pl!lk for j k N j k (4.20)

of the nonlinear inequality

Sk r j p j ! jk %
l k j

pl! jl!lk for j k N j k

that we really wanted to add may replace (4.15). Here, we assume the jobs to be in nondecreasing
order of their release dates, i. e., r1 r2 rn. Thus, they obtained a mixed integer programming
formulation for the single machine scheduling problem with release times that is compact, i. e. both, the
number of variables and the number of constraints are polynomially bounded in the input dimension n.

By observing that the inequalities (4.20) consists of three parts — a base release time, a part dealing
with all jobs that have a release time smaller than the base release time, and a part including all jobs that
become available for processing after the base release time — Nemhauser and Savelsbergh constructed
several other valid inequalities, mostly by establishing different base release times and strengthening
the various parts. For example, observe that pl ! jl !kl is dominated by rj rl ! jl !kl rl
pl r j !lk, if rl r j but rl pl r j. Also, the base release time part rj p j ! jk in (4.20) can be
strengthened by replacing it by rj p j! jk in case j k, and by rk r j p j rk ! jk in case j k.
Thus, the inequalities (4.20) should be replaced by

Sk r j p j! jk %
l j l k
rl pl r j

pl ! jl !kl

%
l j l k
rl pl r j

r j rl ! jl !kl rl pl r j !lk %
l j l k

pl!lk 1 j k n

Sk rk r j p j rk ! jk %
l j l k
rl pl r j

pl ! jl !kl

%
l j l k
rl pl r j

r j rl ! jl !kl rl pl r j !lk %
l j l k

pl!lk 1 k j n

to obtain a stronger formulation in the following sense. The lower bound on the sequencing prob-
lem with release dates that is obtained by use of the LP relaxation (4.16) – (4.18) together with these
inequalities above is at least as good as the one obtained with (4.20).
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Additional Notes and References

Dyer and Wolsey [DW90] compared the quality of different formulations of the single machine problem
1 r j %wjCj with release dates in terms of the lower bounds obtained from their LP relaxations. They
prove that the time–indexed formulation (3.1) – (3.3) provides better bounds than some other relax-
ations. Recall that we deal with release dates in the time–indexed model by fixing some variables to
zero. In particular, the lower bound obtained from the time–indexed formulation is always at least as
good as that from the formulation including completion time and linear ordering variables, defined as
follows:

minimize %
j N

w jCj

subject to %
j N k

p j! jk pk Ck k N

! jk !k j 1 1 j k n
Cj r j p j j N
! jk 0 j k N j k

This should not be too surprising since the latter formulation is not even valid! Indeed, the transitiv-
ity constraints are missing. Hence, the result of Dyer and Wolsey should not be considered as the final
word with respect to the bounding quality of the different formulations.

Applegate and Cook [AC91] compared two cutting plane algorithms for the job shop problem based
on natural date variables only, and on natural date and linear ordering variables for each machine, re-
spectively. They used several straightforward extensions of the inequalities we presented in this section
and in Section 2. They report on quite large computational efforts for these algorithms, in particular in
comparison with standard procedures for obtaining lower bounds. Especially, the approach that makes
use of linear ordering variables leads to very large running times.

From the order–theoretic point of view (see Möhring and Radermacher [MR89]), the single ma-
chine problem is a special case of the resource–constrained scheduling problem where all two–element
subsets of the job set N are forbidden sets, i. e., cannot be scheduled in parallel. Thus, the only interval
orders that induce feasible schedules are linear extensions of the precedence order D. A straightfor-
ward extension of the linear ordering variable approach to resource–constrained scheduling is therefore
the use of the interval order polytope. The interval order polytope is defined as the convex hull of all
interval orders and is studied in detail in [Sch96a].

The feasible solutions of the resource constrained scheduling problem correspond with those inte-
gral points ! in the interval order polytope that satisfy in addition

! jk 1 for j k N with j k A
%
j k F

! jk 1 for each forbidden set F

However, in order to model some of the standard performance measures, natural date variables
are needed. The completion time variables can be linked to the interval order variables by using the
constraints

Cj pk! jk 1 ! jk !k j p j xk jM Ck j k N j k

The obvious disadvantage of these linking inequalities is the need for the big–M.
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5 Positional Date and Assignment Variables

In certain scheduling problems, such as single machine and some flow shop problems, it is often natural
to work with date variables that refer not to the original jobs, but to their position in the schedule.
Let "# (resp., $#) denote the start time (resp., the completion time) of the #–th job in the schedule.
(For clarity, we are using Greek letters to refer to any positional variable or index.) This definition,
of course, only makes sense when there is no ambiguity as to which job is the first (# 1), second
(# 2), etc., last (# n) in the schedule. Thus, for example, the makespan on one machine is simply
$n. The term positional was coined by Emmons [Emm87] to refer to position–dependent weights, and
used by Hoogeveen and van de Velde [HV95a] for positional completion time variables. This term
seems preferable to the more ambiguous terms generic [LQ92] and generalized [Hal86] used by earlier
authors. We use the term natural to refer to problem elements that are not positional.

5.1 A Formulation Using Positional and Assignment Variables

Positional variables arise in a control theoretic view of scheduling problems, are naturally associated
with assignment variables, and are useful to model certain positional elements (e. g., positional deadline
or release date constraints; symmetric objective functions) in scheduling problems.

Lasserre and Queyranne [LQ92] view a nonpreemptive scheduling system, consisting of one ma-
chine and of jobs to be processed, as a system to be controlled at discrete instants, using a combination
of discrete and continuous controls. At time zero and at each job completion time $1 $n 1 there-
after, a control is applied, specifying which job the machine will process next, and at what time this
processing will start. At the #–th control point (# 1 n), the former decision may be represented
by the (discrete) assignment variables uj# (equal to one if job j is processed in position #, and zero
otherwise) for all j N; and the latter decision by the (continuous) positional start time "#. The next,
# 1 –st control instant will then be simply the positional completion time $#. These 2n n2 variables
" $ u must satisfy a number of constraints, described below. Note that, except for the initial control at
instant zero, the other control instants $1 $n 1 are not specified in advance but are implied by earlier
decisions, because of the different job processing times and also the possibility of inserting machine
idle time between successive jobs. (Recall that idle time between jobs may be unavoidable, e. g., in the
presence of release dates.)

The assignment variables must satisfy the assignment constraints,

%
# N

uj# 1 for all j N (5.1)

%
j N

u j# 1 for all # N (5.2)

uj# 0 1 for all j N # N (5.3)

where (5.1) requires that each job is processed exactly once; (5.2) that there is exactly one job in each
position; and (5.3) are the integrality requirements on the assignment variables. The positional date
variables must satisfy

"# $# 1 for all # N (5.4)
$# "# %

j N
p ju j# for all # N (5.5)

where $0 : 0 for convenience; (5.4) requires that the job in each position cannot begin until the job in
the previous position is completed on the machine; and (5.5) defines the positional completion times
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given the positional start times and the assignment variables. We may also enforce additional con-
straints, such as for natural release dates rj and deadlines dj,

"# %
j N

r ju j# for all # N (5.6)

$# %
j N

d ju j# for all # N (5.7)

respectively; as well as corresponding positional constraints,

"# /# for all # N (5.8)
$# !# for all # N (5.9)

The positional deadlines !# as well as positional due dates !#, may be used to require that a minimum
number of jobs be completed by these given dates, without specifying the identity of these jobs. Thus
a contractual or licensing requirement may specify that at least 5 jobs be completed within a week,
and a further 20 jobs within a month. See Hall [Hal86] and Hall et al. [HSS91] for further motivation,
description and analysis of scheduling problems with positional (generalized) due dates and deadlines,
and for additional references. Similarly, positional release dates /# may restrict the number (but not the
identity) of jobs available by given dates. Such constraints may arise, for instance, if a supplier has a
limited production capacity for materials or subassemblies. As an example, consider the two–machine
flow shop problem of Ahmadi et al. [AADT92], where the first machine is a batch machine which
can process a batch of any b jobs in t time units. Hoogeveen and van de Velde [HV95a] formulate
this as a single machine problem (on the second machine) with positional release dates /# : ' t for
# 1 ' 1 b and ' 1 n b , where ' is the index of a batch on the first machine. They then
use Lagrangian relaxation to obtain lower bounds.

The formulation (5.1) – (5.5) allows a natural representation of positional performance measures. In
particular, optimizing any objective function which is linear or piecewise linear convex in the positional
start times "# and/or completion times $# leads to a mixed integer linear programming problem. Some
nonpositional objective functions can also be formulated as linear or piecewise linear convex functions
of the positional variables, for example the makespan $n already mentioned. In fact, any symmetric func-
tion, i. e., any function f x1 xn which is invariant under a permutation of its variables x1 xn,
for which each xj : gj Cj is a linear (or piecewise linear convex) function of the natural completion
timesCj, may be expressed as a (linear or piecewise linear convex) function of the positional variables.
This includes such symmetric objectives as the mean or maximum of all job completion times, lateness
or tardiness.

Lasserre and Queyranne report on some empirical results with such formulations. For the problems
they tried, they find that positional formulations are not dominated by the best time–indexed formulation
(see Section 3 above) in terms of linear programming lower bounds, and that they may require far
fewer variables. As another example, Dauzère–Pérès [Dau94] uses positional variables to represent the
number of late jobs in a one–machine problem with release dates. Solving O logn linear programs
yields a lower bound on the minimum number of late jobs, which is independent of a big–M coefficient
used in the formulation. The lower bound obtained from this formulation is then used to empirically
assess the quality of a heuristic solution method.

Such formulations and results motivate polyhedral studies of models with positional date and/or
assignment variables.
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5.2 Polyhedral Structure: Positional Date Variables

We now review polyhedral results [LQ92] with positional date variables for single machine problems.
As in Section 2.3 above, these results deal with unconstrained scheduling and the corresponding poly-
hedra are closely related to some supermodular polyhedra, although in an interestingly distinct way.
The structure of constrained problems (e. g., with release dates, deadlines, or precedence constraints)
has, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, not been studied for positional date variables.

The set of positional date vectors " $ of feasible schedules is the union of n! (translated) polyhedral
cones, each corresponding to a permutation schedule. In contrast with Section 2, however, these cones
need not be disjoint. In addition, they are not full–dimensional since all feasible " $ vectors satisfy
the equation

n

%
# 1

$# "# %
j N

p j

All these cones have the same extreme direction vectors y( y( where y( : %# ( e# for ( 1 n,
corresponding to idle time inserted just before the job in position (. It then follows from [Bal88]
or [QW92] that the convex hull Q" $ of the union of these cones is a convex polyhedron with the same
extreme rays. To describe this convex hull, assume that the jobs are ranked in SPT order, that is,

0 p1 p2 pn (5.10)

and let

g S : %
# S

p# for all S N (5.11)

This set function g : 2N is normalized, increasing, and supermodular.

Theorem 5.1. [LQ92] The convex hull of the set of all feasible positional date vectors " $ is given
by:

Q" $ : " $ N N : "# $# 1 0 for # N; (5.12)

%
# S

$# "# g S for S N S /0 ; (5.13)

%
# N

$# "# g N (5.14)

where $0 : 0.

We now sketch a proof of this theorem, distinct from that in [LQ92]. First, it is easy to verify that
the constraints in (5.12) – (5.14) are valid for all feasible positional date vectors. Now consider the
following change of variables,

*# : "# $# 1 and '# : $# "# for all # N (5.15)

When " $ corresponds to a feasible schedule, *# is the amount of idle time just before the #–th job,
and '# is its processing time. This change of variables is linear and one–to–one, with inverse

"# *# %
( #

'( *( and $# %
( #

'( *( (5.16)
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Thus the set of all * ' N N for which " $ defined by (5.16) are in the polyhedron Q" $ defined
by (5.12) – (5.14), is the polyhedron

Q* ' : * ' N N : *# 0 for all # N; (5.17)

%
# S

'# g S for all S N S /0 ; (5.18)

%
# N

'# g N (5.19)

Furthermore, there is a one–to–one correspondence between extreme points (resp., extreme rays) of
Q" $ and those of Q* '. By (5.17) – (5.19), Q* ' is the Cartesian product Q* '

N B g of polyhedra
N and B g , where N is the nonnegative orthant in the space of the * variables, and B g is the base
polytope associated with the supermodular system 2N g in the space of the ' variables. The extreme
rays of Q* ' have thus direction e# 0 where e# are the unit vectors in the * space. Its extreme points
0 ') are defined, by the greedy algorithm for base polytopes, using every permutation ) of N as
follows:

')) # : g S# g S# 1 where S0 : /0 and S# : S# 1 ) # for all # N

Therefore ')) # p#. Every point of Q" $ is the image of a convex combination of these extreme
points 0 ') plus any * 0 0. Thus, using (5.16), every point of Q" $ is a convex combination of
permutation schedules plus some nonnegative idle times. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

It follows from the proof of this theorem that any linear objective

%
# N

0#"# 1#$# (5.20)

where 0# and 1# are arbitrary positional weights, can be minimized over the simple positional date poly-
hedron Q" $ by a greedy algorithm [LQ92]. This algorithm may be directly derived by equations (5.15)
– (5.16) from the greedy algorithm for the Cartesian product Q* '

N B g ; the details are left to
the reader. Since this algorithm results in a (positional) schedule, it also follows that the continuous
formulation (5.1) – (5.2), (5.4) – (5.5) and u 0 is sufficient, in the absence of other (release date,
deadline or precedence) constraints, to produce a feasible schedule minimizing the weighted positional
objective (5.20).

The polyhedral structure of Q" $ is also easily described using the combinatorial equivalence to
polyhedron N B g shown above. The argument in this and the next paragraph is much simpler
than the proof of the corresponding Theorem 4 in [LQ92]. First, by a result of Shapley [Sha71], the
base polytope B g N is of dimension n q if and only if q is the maximum number of subsets in
a partition S1 Sq of N (in nonempty subsets) such that%q

i 1g Si g N . Therefore, if p1 pn
then q 1 and dimQ" $ 2n 1. Otherwise, p1 p2 pn, the so–called unit time jobs case
(assuming w. l. o. g. that all pj 1), and then q n and dimQ" $ n.

We next determine, for the case p1 pn, those inequalities in (5.12) – (5.13) which are facet defining
for Q" $. When dim B g n 1, a proper subset S of N induces a facet of a base polytope B g N

if and only if S is g–inseparable and its complement N S is g–inseparable. For the supermodular
function g defined in (5.11), this is equivalent to requiring that S 1 or p1 p S , and that S n 1
or p S 1 pn. Recall also that a minimal linear system for the Cartesian product of given polyhedra is
obtained by the simple juxtaposition of minimal linear systems, one for each given polyhedron. Thus,
when p1 pn, the facet defining inequalities for Q" $ are all inequalities (5.12), and all those inequalities
(5.13) defined by proper subsets S of N satisfying the conditions just described.
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Lasserre and Queyranne [LQ92] provide a simple O n logn separation algorithm for the simple
positional scheduling polyhedron Q" $. They also study the projections of Q" $ into the subspaces of
the positional start (resp., completion) dates " (resp., $) alone. They obtain structural and algorithmic
polyhedral results similar to those described above for Q" $. These polyhedral results, in particular
the fast separation algorithms, may have application for solving more complex (positional) scheduling
problems, e. g., with release date, deadline or precedence constraints, by working in spaces of positional
dates only.

5.3 Polyhedral Structure: Assignment Variables

We consider the structure of the convex hull of incidence vectors u N N of the feasible assign-
ments for one–machine problems. First recall that, in the absence of other constraints, the assignment
equations (5.1) – (5.2) (except for any one of them, which is a linear combination of the 2n 1 other
equations) and all nonnegativity constraints uj# 0 exactly describe the convex hull of the 0 1–valued
u vectors defining assignments.

We first consider feasible assignments for one–machine scheduling with (natural) release dates rj
and deadlines dj. To derive inequalities in the assignment variables uj# sufficient to express the fea-
sibility of a corresponding schedule, consider any two positions ( and µ with 1 ( µ n. In any
feasible schedule, the completion time of the µ–th job, which is at least the release date of the (–th job
plus the processing time of all jobs on positions ( µ, must not exceed its deadline:

%
j N

r ju j(
µ

%
# (
%
j N

p ju j# %
j N

d ju jµ (5.21)

so these are valid inequalities for feasible assignments. A direct argument [LQ92] proves that a vec-
tor u satisfying (5.1) – (5.3) defines a feasible schedule if and only if it satisfies these O n2 inequali-
ties (5.21). We outline below an alternative argument, showing that these inequalities are, in a restricted
sense, the strongest inequalities characterizing feasible schedules in the space of the uj# variables.

First, eliminate the completion time variables $ by direct substitution using the defining equa-
tions (5.5). Ignoring the assignment constraints (5.1) – (5.3), we now seek to characterize those vectors
u N N for which there exist a vector " N satisfying

"# 1 "# %
j N

p ju j # 1 0 # 2 n (5.22)

"# %
j N

r ju j# 0 # N (5.23)

"# %
j N

d j p j u j# 0 # N (5.24)

which correspond to (5.4), (5.6) and (5.7), respectively. Using nonnegative multipliers 2#, 3# and &#
for inequalities (5.22), (5.23) and (5.23), respectively, the condition that each variable "# be eliminated
from the resulting nonnegative combination of these inequalities is

2# 1 2# 3# &# 0 # N (5.25)

where 21 : 0 and 2n 1 : 0 for convenience. Now observe that the so–called projection cone, viz, the
set of all 2 3 & 0 satisfying (5.25), is precisely the set of feasible s–t flows in an uncapacitated
network defined as follows. The node set is N s t , where s t N are an additional source and sink.
The arcs # 1 # , s # and # t , correspond to the multipliers 2#, 3# and &#, respectively. Feasible
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flows are nonnegative vectors 2 3 & satisfying the balance equations (5.25). Since this network is
acyclic and uncapacitated, every feasible s–t flow is a nonnegative combination of flows on s–t paths; in
other words, the latter define the extreme rays of the projection cone. An s–t path P ( µ is defined by
any pair ( µ N2 where ( µ, and its (normalized) flow vector 2P ( µ 3P ( µ &P ( µ has as only
nonzero components

3P ( µ
( 2P ( µ

# &P ( µ
µ 1 for all # with ( # µ

These path flow vectors generate precisely the path inequalities (5.21). Thus these inequalities char-
acterize the set of all (otherwise unrestricted) vectors u N N for which there exist " $ vectors
satisfying (5.4) – (5.7).

These inequalities, however, are not strong enough to define the convex hull of incidence vectors
of feasible assignments. In fact, such polyhedral results are probably very difficult to obtain since
deciding the existence of a feasible schedule is already NP–hard. Thus, determining the dimension of
this polyhedron, and a fortiori characterizing its facets, also appear to be difficult – unless one chooses
to study an appropriate relaxation, e. g., a monotonization of the polyhedron, or problems with only
release dates, or only deadlines. For the latter two cases, existence is easy, dimension is unknown, and
optimization/separation are –hard.

We now briefly consider feasible assignments for one–machine scheduling with precedence con-
straints. For general precedence constraints, existence is trivial, dimension is unknown, and optimiza-
tion/separation are –hard. A simple way to express a precedence constraint, say, that job j must
precede job k, is

(

%
# 1

uk#
( 1

%
# 1

uj# ( 2 n (5.26)

requiring that, if job k is in one of the first ( positions, then job j must be in one of the first ( 1
positions. These inequalities, when applied to 0 1 assignment vectors, suffice to define feasible assign-
ments. They are not strong enough, however, to define the convex hull of incidence vectors of feasible
assignments. Indeed, observe that, even for the single precedence constraint that job j be processed
before job k, the dimension of the convex hull of incidence vectors of feasible assignments decreases by
two, due to the equations ujn 0 and uk1 0, and several types of new facet–defining inequalities arise
(for example, uk2 u 1 u 2 1 where j k). The polyhedral structure of precedence constrained
assignments deserves further study.

5.4 Multiple Machine Extensions

It is relatively easy to extend formulations involving positional date and assignment variables to multiple
machine problems which clearly involve a single permutation of the jobs, such as the permutation and
no–wait flow shop problems discussed below. This approach may also be extended, at the cost of a
larger number of variables, to other multiple machine problems.

In a flow shop, the machines are numbered 1 to m, and each job must visit all the machines in this
order. In a permutation flow shop, each machine must process all the jobs in the same order, to be
determined. Although the latter requirement may result in a loss of optimality for certain criteria (e. g.,
for the makespan when m 4), it often follows from a physical constraint determined by the materials
management system, or from a managerial constraint aiming to maintain a smooth flow of materials in
the shop. Thus a single permutation of jobs is sought, and may be formulated using assignment variables
uj# as before, and positional start dates "i# and completion times $i# for each position # 1 n and
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each machine i 1 m. These date variables are restricted by straightforward extensions of the
conditions (5.4) – (5.5) to each machine i, namely,

"i# $i # 1 for all # N i M (5.27)
$i# "i# %

j N
pi ju j# for all # N i M (5.28)

whereM : 1 m denotes the set of machines, pi j is the processing time of job j on machine i, and
all $i0 : 0. In addition to these machine requirements, the positional dates must satisfy the constraints
that the processing of a job be completed on a machine before it can be moved to the next machine,

"i# $i 1 # for all # N for all i M (5.29)

where all $0 j : 0 (or $0 j may denote the release date of job j). A no–wait flow shop is a permutation
flow shop where no job is allowed to wait between its processing on successive machines. This is sim-
ply enforced by replacing the inequality in constraints (5.29) by an equality. These equalities may in
turn be used to eliminate, for each job, all date variables except, say, the start times on the first machine.
Exploratory empirical experiments by the first author on some randomly generated three machine per-
mutation flowshop problems with makespan objective suggest that such positional formulations may
lead to good lower bounds.

It is interesting to relate the formulation (5.27) – (5.29) above to an integer programming model
proposed by Wagner [Wag59] in 1959 for the 3–machine flow shop problem with makespan objective.
Wagner uses the same assignment variables as above. Instead of positional date variables, however, he
uses what we may now call positional idle time variables, which we may define as follows

-i # 1 : "i# $i # 1 and 4i 1 # : "i# $i 1 # (5.30)

for all i 2 3 and # 2 n. Thus -i # 1 may be interpreted as the slack variable for constraint (5.27),
i. e., as the idle time on machine i between the jobs in positions # 1 and #; and 4i 1 # as the slack
variable for constraint (5.29), i. e., as the idle time for the job in position # between machine i 1 and
i. To the assignment constraints (5.1) – (5.3), Wagner adds 2 n 1 constraints

%
j N

p2 ju j# %
j N

p1 ju j # 1 -2# 41# 41 # 1 0 (5.31)

%
j N

p3 ju j# %
j N

p2 ju j # 1 -2# -3# 42# 42 # 1 0 (5.32)

for # 1 n 1. See [GW64] for early experimental results with Wagner’s formulation. We now
compare Wagner’s formulation to that using positional dates and assignment variables described above.
Using (5.30), these equations simplify to

$1 # 1 $1# %
j N

p1 ju j # 1 $2# "2# %
j N

p2 ju j# 0 (5.33)

$2 # 1 "2 # 1 %
j N

p2 ju j # 1 $3# "3# %
j N

p3 ju j# 0 (5.34)

for # 1 n 1. Equation (5.34) is implied by (5.28). Equation (5.33) is also implied by (5.28) and
by the equations "1 # 1 $1# requiring no idle time on machine 1. Thus the continuous relaxation of
formulation (5.1) – (5.3) and (5.27) – (5.29) with (5.27) as equalities for the first machine, is at least as
strong as Wagner’s formulation.

Dauzère–Pérès and Lasserre [DL95] consider the general flow shop problem, without the “permu-
tation” restriction that every machine process all jobs in the same order. They propose a formulation
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with m2n2 assignment variables and m2n “event” positional date variables. Let O M N denote the
set of all mn operations o i j . Let O i o i j : j N the set of operations to be performed
on machine i. Define the assignment variables uo# 1 if operation o is the #–th operation overall, and
zero otherwise, for o O and # K 1 nm . These assignment variables must satisfy the usual
assignment constraints

%
# K

uo# 1 for all o O (5.35)

%
o O

uo# 1 for all # K (5.36)

uo# 0 1 for all o O # K (5.37)

as well as the operations precedence constraints

%
( #

uo ( %
( # 1

us o ( for all o O O 1 # K 2 (5.38)

where s o i 1 j is the operation that precedes operation o i j in the routing for the same
job j. This last set of constraint forces operation o to a position after that of every preceding operation
for the same job.

Let 5i# denote the date of the #–th event on machine i, where 5i# is the start time of the #–th operation
if this operation is on machine i itself, and can be any time between the completion time of the 6–th
operation and the start time of the (–th operation, otherwise, where 6 (resp., () is the position of the
latest (resp., earliest) operation on machine i before (resp., after) position #. These event positional
dates must satisfy the initial conditions

5i1 0 for all i M (5.39)

and the dynamics constraints

5i# 1 5i# %o O i pouo# for all i M # K (5.40)

If the #–th event is the start of an operation on machine i, these dynamics constraints force the next
event on machine i to wait for the completion of this operation; otherwise, they simply require that the
next event be no earlier than the current event. The event positional dates must also satisfy the machine
precedence constraints

5i# 5i 1
# for all i M 1 # K (5.41)

These constraints force the events with same position to be no earlier on machine i than on any preceding
machine.

Dauzère–Pérès and Lasserre [DL95] show that the constraints (5.35)–(5.41) define a correct formu-
lation for the general flow shop problem. This formulation is easily extended to encompass (natural and
positional) release dates and deadlines, as in (5.6) to (5.9). These release dates and deadlines may be
associated with jobs, or even with individual operations. Dauzère–Pérès and Lasserre also prove a flow
shop analogue of the path inequalities (5.21) for the case of natural job release dates and deadlines.

As in Section 5.1, the positional flow shop formulations presented above can accomodate positional
performance measures, such as the makespan, and symmetric measures such as mean or maximum job
(or operation) completion time, lateness or tardiness.
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Assignment and positional variables may extend to other multiple machine situations, possibly at
the cost of a further increase in the number of variables. For a simple example with unrelated parallel
machines, Bruno et al. [BCS74] express the total completion time as

%
j N

Cj %
j N
%
i
%
7
7pijuij7 (5.42)

where the assignment variables are now uij7, equal to one if job j is in 7–th position from the end
on machine i. As in Section 5.1, similar formulations obtain for other symmetric objectives, such as
makespan, and mean or total value of job lateness or tardiness.

6 TSP Variables

“The traveling salesman problem, in its symmetric as well as its asymmetric version, is the
classical model for the optimal sequencing of items in all those situations where the cost
of a sequence can be expressed as the sum of costs of successive pairs of items” (Balas,
Fischetti, and Pulleyblank [BFP95]).

There is a great variety of problems that can be formulated by this model. We will focus on the non-
preemptive single machine problem with sequence–dependent processing times. Whereas the disjunc-
tive formulation based on natural date variables we presented in Section 2 might be more appropriate
for minimizing the weighted sum of completion times, it seems to be adequate to use traveling salesman
problem variables for minimizing the overall completion time, i. e., the makespan. The facial structure
of the symmetric as well as the asymmetric traveling salesman polytope has been the object of consid-
erable research. We refer the reader to the survey of properties of both polyhedra due to Grötschel and
Padberg [GP85], and to Balas and Fischetti [BF93] and Queyranne and Wang [QW93] for the recent
developments with regard to the asymmetric and the symmetric case, respectively.

6.1 Minimizing the Makespan Using the TSP

The sequencing problem we are interested in is defined as follows. We are given a set N 1 n
of jobs to be nonpreemptively processed on a single disjunctive machine. Each job j has a processing
time pj, and there are changeover or setup times sjk that arise if job j is sequenced immediately before
k. We want to minimize the maximal completion time. It is straightforward to model this problem as an
asymmetric TSP since the maximal completion time of a sequence depends only on its imposed sum of
changeover times. Let Gn 1 N0 An 1 denote the complete directed graph on N0 : N 0 where
node 0 is a designated home city, i. e. every tour starts and finishes in 0. From the scheduling point of
view, 0 is a dummy job scheduled twice, once at the beginning, once at the end of the sequence. We set
p0 : 0 and sj0 : 0 for j N, whereas s0 j 0 may be used as a kind of release date. Each sequence
of the jobs can be seen as a tour, i. e., a Hamiltonian circuit in Gn 1 and vice versa. If we assign to each
arc j k An 1 the sequence–dependent processing time pjk of job j, pjk : pj s jk, as its cost, a tour
of minimum total cost corresponds to a sequence minimizing the makespan. The asymmetric traveling
salesman (ATS) polytope is the convex hull of incidence vectors of all tours, i. e., it is the convex hull
of all z 0 1 An 1 satisfying the degree constraints

%
k N0 j

z jk %
k N0 j

zk j 1 for all j N0
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and the subtour elimination constraints

z S N0 S %
j S k N0 S

z jk 1 for all /0 S N0

that are written down here in its cut form. Thus, minimizing the makespan could be done by solving a
linear programming problem over the asymmetric traveling salesman polytope, if we knew a complete
description.

6.2 Precedence Constraints

If there are restrictions on the sequences in terms of given precedences between pairs of jobs, we obtain
the precedence constrained asymmetric traveling salesman polytope (cf., [BFP95]) and the sequential
ordering problem (cf., e. g., [AEGS93]). The sequential ordering problem is to determine in a complete
directed graph with arc costs a Hamiltonian path that does not violate the precedences and has mini-
mum total cost. This problem has been attacked with a cutting plane approach by Ascheuer, Escudero,
Grötschel, and Stoer [AEGS90, AEGS93].

We call a tour in Gn 1 feasible if it satisfies the precedence constraints. Because of these constraints
there are several arcs in An 1 that cannot be used by any feasible tour. Balas, Fischetti and Pulleyblank
[BFP95] derived the following complete characterization of removable arcs, the interesting direction of
which can be proved by a simple shrinking argument.

Proposition 6.1. [BFP95] An arc j k An 1 cannot be used by any tour if and only if it satisfies one
of the following conditions:

(a) j 0 and there exists N0 k such that k A;

(b) k 0 and there exists N0 j such that j A;

(c) k j;

(d) there exists N0 j k such that j k A.

This proposition allows us to delete some arcs. Let GDn 1 : N0 ADn 1 be the digraph obtained
from Gn 1 by removing all the arcs for which one of the four conditions stated in Proposition 6.1 holds.
For the remainder of this section we assume to work with GDn 1. That implies in particular that the
precedence constrained asymmetric traveling salesman (PCATS) polytope is contained in ADn 1 .

Balas, Fischetti and Pulleyblank [BFP95] presented essentially four different families of valid in-
equalities for the precedence constrained asymmetric traveling salesman polytope. Three of them are
strengthenings of the subtour elimination constraints and the fourth contains inequalities that may also
be seen in this way. Balas et al. discuss various equivalent forms of these inequalities and show that
they dominate other inequalities proposed earlier in the literature.

Let I be an ideal of D. In each feasible tour there has to be a maximal element of I the successor of
which in this tour cannot be in I. Therefore each feasible tour satisfies the predecessor inequalities

z max I N0 I 1 (6.1)

where I is an ideal, and max I are the maximal elements of I. By a similar argument one obtains the
successor inequalities

z N0 F min F 1
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where F is a filter of D, and min F are its minimal elements. Balas, Fischetti and Pulleyblank show
under some technical conditions that both classes define facets if A is both, an ideal as well as a filter.

If j k A, any feasible tour contains a path from j to k. This path cannot use any node that has
to precede j, that has to succeed k, or that is identical to 0. As we did for the series inequalities in
the natural date variables (cf., Section 2.4.3) we can even replace j and k by job subsets J K N such
that every job of J has to precede each job of K. Let A N0 be such that J A and K N0 A .
Furthermore, define L : Pred J Succ K 0 . Then every feasible tour satisfies the following
predecessor–successor inequality,

z A L N0 A L 1

The fourth family of Balas, Fischetti and Pulleyblank are the precedence cycle breaking inequalities.
Let S1 Sq N be q 2 disjoint job sets, and assume that Succ S1 S2 /0 Succ Sq 1 Sq
/0 Succ Sq S1 /0. Now, suppose there exists a feasible tour satisfying all the subtour elimination
constraints z S N0 S 1 with equality. Then the nodes of each S are visited consecutively, i. e.
they build a subpath since each set S is entered and left exactly once. By shrinking the sets S and using
the assumption we see that the (shrinked) tour would satisfy a cycle in the (shrinked) precedences, a
contradiction. Therefore, the precedence cycle breaking inequalities

q

%
1
z S N0 S q 1

are valid for the PCATS polytope.
We close this section on the precedence–constrained asymmetric traveling salesman polytope by

mentioning that Balas, Fischetti and Pulleyblank also provide a lifting procedure that generalizes the
one of Balas and Fischetti [BF93] for the pure asymmetric traveling salesman polytope.

6.3 TSP with Time Windows

Other typical restrictions arising in scheduling are release dates and deadlines. Assume that the triangle
inequalities are satisfied, i. e., sj s jk pk sk , and that each job j is released at time rj and must start
before time d . The interval rj d j defines a time window within which the execution of job j has to
start. Including these time constraints into the TSP model leads to the following “big–M formulation”
of the asymmetric traveling salesman problem with time windows (cf., e. g., [DLSS88]):

%k N0 j z jk 1

% j N0 k z jk 1
Sj p j s jk 1 z jk Mjk Sk

S j d j
S j r j
z jk 0 1

j N0 (6.2)
k N0 (6.3)
j k N j k (6.4)
j N (6.5)
j N (6.6)
j k N0 j k (6.7)

Here, Sj stands for the start time of job j N. Whereas (6.2) and (6.3) are the usual degree constraints,
(6.5) and (6.6) model the time windows. If the big–M coefficients satisfy Mjk d j p j s jk rk, then
the inequalities (6.4) enforce the disjunctive constraints

Sk S j p j s jk or Sj Sk pk sk j
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and link the TSP and the date variables. Notice that constraints (6.4) also prevent subtours. As it
is often the case, the big–M formulation performs poorly in practice. Ascheuer [Asc95] compared
branch&cut algorithms based on the big–M formulation and on a formulation involving TSP variables
only. His experiments with instances involving up to 50 nodes (jobs) show that the latter is always
preferable, whereby constraints (6.4) – (6.6) are replaced by the subtour elimination constraints and
(lifted) infeasible path inequalities

z A A 1 if A is the arc set of an infeasible path. (6.8)

However, this model has the disadvantage that it can only be used for minimizing objective functions
involving only the TSP variables. Notice, that with the choice cjk : s jk we do not longer minimize the
overall completion time since the release dates may enforce idle time. Even in the model using TSP
and starting time variables the makespan is a linear objective only if we introduce a start time variable
S0 for the dummy job, and if we add the constraints

Sj p j0 1 z j0 Mj0 S0 j N

Minimizing the sum of starting times,% j N S j or, equivalently, the sum of waiting times,% j N S j
r j is known as the traveling repairman problem (cf., e. g., [ACP 86]).

Van Eijl [Eij95] suggested to use another type of date variables besides the TSP variables in order to
avoid the big–M coefficients. She extracted her model, that can be used for all three types of objectives
mentioned above, from one of Maffioli and Sciomachen [MS93] that had even more variables. For
j k N define Sjk : Sj z jk, i. e.,

Sjk
start time of job j if zjk 1

0 otherwise.

Observe that the starting time of job j can be obtained as Sj %k S jk. The mixed–integer model now
looks as follows. In addition to the degree constraints (6.2), (6.3), and the integrality constraints (6.7)
there are the following constraints:

% j N0 k S jk p j s jk z jk % N0 k Sk
S jk d j z jk
S jk r j z jk
S jk 0

k N0 (6.9)
j k N0 j k (6.10)
j k N0 j k (6.11)
j k N0 j k (6.12)

Notice that inequalities (6.9) not only model the disjunctive constraints but also prevent subtours.
The traveling salesman problem with time windows (TSPTW) is perhaps the right place to mention

a technique that is essential for practical problem solving on the base of (mixed) integer programs:
preprocessing. We refer the reader to the textbook of Nemhauser and Wolsey [NW88] for a general
treatment of this important topic. In the case of the TSPTW, preprocessing can be performed by
tightening the time windows, deriving enforced precedences, and elimination of variables (cf., e. g.,
[DDSS94]). For example, rk pk d j for two different jobs j k implies the precedence j k . If the
sequence–dependent processing times also fulfil the triangle condition, then we may strengthen this by
including the precedence already if rk pk sk j d j. The application of Proposition 6.1 then leads
immediately to the elimination of variables. Notice also that the polytope associated with the TSPTW
is contained in the PCATS polytope with precedences obtained from this preprocessing. Thus, one can
use all inequalities that are valid for the PCATS polytope also for the TSPTW polytope.
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Additional Notes and References

Three remarks concerning the TSPTW have to be made. First, it should be clear that minimizing
the total sum of arc costs subject to time windows is NP–hard, since this is already the case for the
TSP. Tsitsiklis [Tsi92] showed that this remains true in case of the traveling repairman. Even worse,
Savelsbergh [Sav85] proved that already finding a feasible solution is strongly NP–hard. Note that this
also follows from an earlier result of Garey and Johnson [GJ77] who showed that finding a feasible
solution to the nonpreemptive single machine scheduling problem with release dates and deadlines is
strongly NP–hard, even if the processing times are independent of the sequence.

Whereas we considered the TSP (with time windows) mostly from the scheduling point of view it
should be mentioned that one of its main applications is vehicle routing. Here, the dummy node 0 is
interpreted as the depot for the vehicles where each tour starts and finishes, Sj is the arrival time at node
j, and the time windows model the interval between the earliest and the latest service time. For more
details we refer the reader to the collection of studies in vehicle routing edited by Golden and Assad
[GAe88].

For another single machine problem, involving due dates instead of deadlines that can also be mod-
eled by use of the TSP the reader is referred to Picard and Queyranne [PQ78] (see also [Sha93]).
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